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1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

St_dy gesggn

The study was designed to develop and analyze an aircraft

takeoff noise data base consisting of areas and populations, com-

puted as a function of noise level, aircraft type, weight and

takeoff flight procedure.

Six aircraft were chosen to represent the range of civil

transport aircraft and engine types. Three of the aircraft were

chosen to have high bypass ratio engines and three were chosen

to have low bypass ratio engines; one aircraft With each engine

type for the 2-, 3-, and 4-engined aircraft categories. The aircraft

with low bypass ratios were selected to represent early production

FAR Part 36 Stage I noise performance, while the aircraft with

high bypass ratios were selected to represent curremt and future

production with Stage 2 or 3 performance. For each aircraft two

weights were examined, maximum gross weight and a typical operating

weight.

The aircraft represented in shis study were selected to pro-

vide a range of performance characteristics which could then be

examined to develop inter-comparison.amongst procedures and perform-

ance characteristics. The performance characteristics for each

aircraft have been derived from several sources. Therefore, they

are not necessarily precisely those of the actual aircraft, a re-

quirement that is unnecessary for the purposes of this study.

However, the reader is cautioned that the comparisons amongst air-

craft should refer only to comparisons among aircraft having the

characteristics assumed in this study, and that such comparisons

are not necessarily totally valid in all details when attributed to

specific actual aircraft.

"4
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Six types of takeoff flight procedures were selected, three

involving cleanup of flaps and leading edge devices before thrust

cutback, and three involving thrust cutback before or during cleanup.

These procedures are:

la) cleanup before maximum cutback

lb) cleanup before maximum cutback and resume minimum cutback

(climb thrust) at 914 meters altitude

2 ) cleanup before minimum cutback (climb thrust)

3a) maximum cutback before cleanup

3b) maximum cutback before cleanup and resume minimum cutback

(climb thrust) at 914 meters altitude

4 ) minimum cutback (climb thrust) before cleanup.

_-_ Each of these procedures was initiated at three altitudes: 122,

305, and 610 meters, so that for each combination of aircraft and

weight a totalof eighteen takeoCf procedures were considered. Thus,

there are 216 cases contained in the data base (eightee_ procedures

times twelve combinations of aircraft and weight). Data for each of

the 216 cases was computed for a straight ground track using the

Moisemap computer program with its aircraft noise data based on

existing values at the 305 meter slant distance, and modified to

update the duration distance function.

The output data for each case consists of:

contour length at 5 dB intervals from EPNL = 85 to ll5 dB

contour area at 5 dB intervals from EPNL = 85 to ll5 dB

population for three population density functions for

each area

total population exposed based on estimated number of

runways in each population density category
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proportionate impact based on simplified level weighted

population for a typical runway

maximum noise levels at 450 meters slant distance

noise levels along the ground track at 4700, 6500, 9200,

and 12,800 meters from start of takeoff roll.

Comparison of Prosedure8

The relative effectiveness of the various procedures was

found to be highly dependent on two performance characteristics,

takeoff climbout and noise reduction resulting from thrust cutback.

The takeoff climbout performance of the aircraft in this study

varied significantly "with the number of engines installed in the

aircraft. Aircraft with 2 engines had the highest performance,

aircraft with 4 engines had the lowest performance, and aircraft
i -4,

with 3 engines were intermediate. The principal reason for this

! difference is the variation in the takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio

with the number of engines, which is, to a large Extent, the result

of the one engine inoperative safety requirements of FAR Part 25.

The amount of noise reduction resulting from thrust cutback

also varied significantly among aircraft with different engine types

and with weight. For maximum thrust cutback the largest noise re-

duction, ranging between 7.4 and 10.7 dB, were associated with the

B727-100 and DC9-10 aircraft, both powered with versions of the low

bypass JTS-D engine, and with the DC9-80 aircraft which is powered

with a higher bypass version of the same engine. Lower values,

ranging between 3.2 and 4.5 dB, were found with the DC10-10 and

B747-200, both powered with large high bypass ratio engines. The

lowest values of 2-3.5 dB were found for the BZ07-320B powered by

low bypass ratio JT3-D engines. For all aircraft, the noise

reduction at the selected typical operating weights was greater

than that at maximum gross weight.
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The general conclusions relative to the potential noise Im-

pact for the a_erage population distributions and to the procedures,

as a function of these performance characteristics, are:

l° For aircraft wi_h high and intermediate climbout perform-

ance and with a high value of noise reduction with

thrust cutback:

a) Maximum thrust cutback (procedures 1 and 3) has sig-

nificantly less potential noise impact than does

minimum thrust cutback (procedures 2 and 4).

b) Resumption of minimum thrust cutback at 914 meters

(procedures lb and 3b_) results in an increase in po-

tential impact relative to no resumption, until the

noise level beneath the aircraft is lower than the

lowest value of concern (procedures la and 3a) or

"-_ the aircraft has departed the populated area.

c) Maximum cutback before cleanup (procedure 3a) has

less potential noise impact than does cleanup before

i maximum cutback (procedurela) when both are initia-

ted at an altitudeof 305 me_ers. The reason for this

result is that the noise levels beneath and to the

side of the aircraft are much less for procedure la

in the region extending between the location of its

cuSback and location of cutback for procedure 3a.

This result is not changed when the amount of thrust

cutback for procedure 3a is decreased from tha_ al-

lowed in FAR Part 36 certification to that recommended

for normal operations by AC91-53. Frocedure la is

superior in all regions beyond the location of its

cutback.

d) Cleanup before maximum cutback (procedure la) has the

least potential impact when the procedure is initiated



at 122 meters, and produces increasing amounts of

potential impact with Increasing values of the initia-

tion altitude. No similarly consistent variation

with altitude was found for procedure 3a, although

initiation at 305 meters was most often superior in

terms of potential impact.

s) Maximum available takeoff thrust should be used during

the first segment of takeoff to minimize noise impact

and, at least for procedures la, lb and 2, minimum flap

settings should be employed where runway lengths are

adequate for safety. _;_en procedure la was initiated

at 122 meters its potential impact was approximately

the same as would be expected for procedure 3a initia-

ted at 305 meters, but modified to comply with the

recommendations for minimum thrust in AC91-53. Both
f_

of these procedures are believed to have less potential

noise impact than do the current operating procedures.

2. For aircraft with intermediate and low climbout performance

and with an intermediate value of noise reduction with

thrust cutback there is only a small variation in poten-

tial noise impact amongst the procedures and no procedure

was clearly superior in terms of potential impact.

3. For an aircraft with low climbout performance and with a

low value of noise reduction with thrust cutback there was a

small variation amongst procedures, with cleanup before

maximum cutback (procedure la) initiated at 305 meters

having less potentiai noise impact at the typical

weight and maximum cutback before cleanup (procedure 3a)

initiated at 610'meters having less potential noise impact

at the maximum weight.
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4. For all aircraft maximum available thrust should be used

during the first segment takeoff to minimize potential noise

impact.

5" For all aircraft, a2_ for procedure 3a initiated at 305 "

meters, the contour area can "be normalized to the differ-

ence between the EPNL value of the contour and the EPNL for

maxlmuln thrust cutback at a fixed slant distance of 305

meters. Additionally, with a few exceptions, the contour

area for both procedures 3a and 4 can be normalized to the

difference between the EPNL value of the contour and the

EPNL value at the 6500 meter location. These normalizations

should be expected to apply to other aircraft and weights

beyond those in this study.

._ 6. For all aircraft weight combinations and for procedure

3a, the functions of total _iepor_/eunwa_ weighted population

within contours of fixed EPNL values, and _irport/_unway

Zeve_ weighted population appear to be reasonably smooth

functions of _he associated EPNL values at the 6500 meter

location.

These _eneral conclusions are based on the average £unctlons

of population density as a function of distance from the airport.

The data also suggest the following conclusions for application to

specific airports:

1. For all aircraft with high and intermediate values of

noise reduction with thrust cutback:

If the populated area is close to the airport, attain

the maximum altitude before reaching the populated

area, then initiate maximum cutback, and subsequenbly

6
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resume climb thrust either after passing the populated

area or when attaining an altitude where the noise on

the ground is less than a selected value.

If the populated area is far enough from the airport

to allow completion of partial or complete cleanup

before reaching the populated area (see Table 9), ini-

tiate acceleration and cleanup at the lowest safe alti-

tude, then initiate maximum cutback at the beginning

of the populated area, and subsequently resume climb

thrust as above.

2. For aircraft with low climbout performance and with low

values of noise reduction with thrust cutback, attain the

maximum altitude before reaching the populated area, then

initiate minimum thrust cutback and proceed to cleanup and

climb.

FuVure Goals

The normal operational takeoff cllmbout procedures differ from

those in used certification testing under FAR Fart 36 in twa impor-

tant ways_ First, the procedures recommended in the FAA Advisory

Circular AC91-53 suggest initiation of the second climb segment, in

which cleanup and cutback occur, at a fixed altitude of 305 meters.

The certification test procedures allow the aircraft to continue

initial climb to an altitude that is as high as possible before

initiating a maximum thrust cutback to minimize the EPNL measured

at 6500 meters from the start of takeoff roll. Second, the FAR

Part 36 procedures allow a greater thrust cutback (to the thrust

that is required for level flight with one engine inoperative, or a

minimum of a 0.04 climb gradient) than do the AC91-53 recommendations

(to the thrust that is required to maintain a minimum climb gradient

7



of 0.012, 0.015 or 0.017 for 2-, 3- and 4-engined aircraft, respec-

tively). Because of these differences, the EPNL values measured at

_" the 6500 meter location in certification testing are generally lower

than those measured in normal flight operations, particularly for

2- and 3-engined aircraft.

The data base developed in this report, including the correla-

tions between the noise contour areas, populations and EPNL at the

6500 meter measurement location, enable an approximate direct

translation of results between various operational procedures and

the certification test procedures. This translation methodology

is developed through examples of the selection of trial goals and

the development of their implications in 'terms of certification

noise limits.

From the analysis of these examples the following are con-

cluded:

1. Although there are significant procedural differences

between certification and normal flight operations the FAR

Part 36 test procedure provides positive incentive to the

designer of civil turbojet transport category aircraft

to optimize all of the design factors for the engine, air-

frame, and their combinations which are relevant to the

reduction of noise impact in normal flight operations.

Furthermore, improving these relevant design factors with

respect to noise is, except for installation off acoustic

treatment, consistent with improving one or more of the

performance parameters of an aircraft design.

2. The 6500 meter measurement location is the" shortest dis-

tance from start of takeoff roll at which a large 4-englned

aircraft at maximum gross weight may be expected to reach



an altitude of approximately 305 meters prior to initiating

cutback. For 2- and the smaller 3-engined aircraft a

measurement location at a shorter distance, such as 4700

meters suggested for business Jet aircraft, would be

adequate in this respect.

3. The differences in the FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise limits

'between the limits for 4-engined'and those for 2- and 3-

engined aircraft, of 5 and 2 dB, respectively, are shown for

an example of a hypothetical 220 thousand pound aircraft

to be consistent with the differences obtained wken

designing for equal potential noise impact using

procedure 3a and for equal noise control technology.

.--_. 4. Attainment of a trial goal of Noise Exposure Forecast

(NEF) 30 (day/night sound level (Ldn) of approximately

65) for a contour area of 3 sq. km. using procedure 3a

would require that a fleet average aircraft meet takeoff

noise limits that are approximately 9 to ll dB below the

Stage 3 noise limits) depending on the number of engines.

5. Attainment of this trial goal would mean that there would

be negligible population expected within NEF 30, based on

the average population density functions used in this

study. However, because the airports with greater than

average operations often have greater than average popu-

lation densities and greater than average utili.zations on

some runways, a significant population could be expected

to be found at a number of actual airports, if this

population were to control the selection of a trial noise

goal, the required noise limits are estimated to be 3 to

"]
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6 d_ lower than in (4) above. Additionally, the use of

9roeedures other than 3a might cause a furthe_ lowerln_

in the r_qulred noise limits.
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2. INTRODUCTION

B_okg_oRnd

The noise resulting from civil aircraft operations at airports

has plagued airport neighbors and airport operators since the intro-

duction of turbojet aircraft in the late 1950s. The neighbors have

suffered the noise impacts and the operators have been constrained

in airport development largely due to the adverse public reaction to

noise.

It is estimated [1] that in 1975 400,000 people resided in

neighborhoods where the day-night sound level (Ldn) exceeded 75

dB and 5,150,000 people resided in neighborhoods where the Ldn

exceeded 65 dB. It is predicted [1,2, and 3] that these numbers

will be reduced to 150,000 and 3,000_000, respectively, by the end

of 1985 due in large part to the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) retrofit regulation [4]. However, it is also predicted that

the next fifteen years to the year 2000 will see these numbers of

exposed population reduced only slightly to 100,000 and 2,550,000,

respectively. The predicted reduction [i, 2 and 3] is due to the

introduction of new aircraft meeting the FAA's FAR Par_ 36 Stage 3

noise regulation [5], but is limited by the assumed slow retirment

of existing noisier aircraft.

The general national goals [6] developed by the Environmental

Protection Agency (ERA) for environmental noise are to:

Reduce environmental noise exposure of the population to

an Ldn value of no more than 75 dB immediately utilizing

all available tools except in those isolated cases where

this would impose severe hardship

!l



"Through vigorous regulatory and planning actions, reduce

environmental noise exposure levels to Ldn 65 dB or lower,
and concurrently reduce noise annoyance and related

activity interference caused by intrusive noises."

"In planning future programs concerned wlt'h or affecting

environmental noise exposure, to the extent possible, aim

for environmental noise levels that do not exceed an Ldn 55

dB. This will ensure protection of the public health and

welfare from the adverse effects of noise based upon pre-

sent knowledge."

As applied specifically to aircraft noise these goals [1]

"are to confine severe aircraft noise-exposure levels

greater than Ldn 75 dB around United States airports to

the areas included within the airport boundary, or to

areas which are otherwise being used in a manner compatible

with this level of noise, and to reduce substantially the

number and extent of areas receiving noise-exposure

levels that interfere with human activity."

These goals are shared by both FAA [7] and the Department of Housing

and Urban Development (HUD) [8]. However, as seen above, they will

not be met for a significant number of people, even at the end of

the next generation.

There are a number of actions that may be possible on an air-

port specific basis that can alleviate at least part of this problem.

These actions include: optimization of flight tracks, runway

utilization and flight procedures (throttle and flap management),

with respect to population; noise abatement planning including use

of nondiscriminatory noise limits; and land use management inclu-

ding soundproofing of residences. However, the long-range
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solution ideally requires the development of aircraft that are

quieter than required today and implementation of flight procedures

that minimize noise impact with consideration for fuel and other

costs and no compromise with safety.

The majority of the national noise impact from aircraf_ opera-

tions results from the noise generated during takeoff operations.

The major control for this noise is FAR Part 36 which today affects

all new airplanes and after 1985 will affect almost all civil trans-

port aircraft that operate in this country. However, the predic-

tions [1, 2 and 3] of future population noise exposure indicate

that aircraft meeting the Stage 3 noise limits will not be suffi-

cient to meet the national goals. It is not intuitively evident

what noise limits would be sufficient for meeting the national

goals; nor are th_ interactions among population noise exposure,

_-_ certification methodology, aircraft design and aircraft flight

procedures completely understood.

Further, the throttle and flap management procedures for takeoff,

currently recommended [9] by the FAA for use by the airlines in

flight operations, differ from those used in the certification

process. In many instances the certification process allows a

greater cutback of thrust than does the recommended opera-

tional flight procedure. However, concomitant with the greater

cutback is a reduction in the climb profile so that under certlflca-

tlon the aircraft after thrust cutback covers a greater distance to

gain an altitude than under the procedure recommendation. Additionally,

under certification the aircraft is operated to produce minimum

effective perceived noise level (EPNL) at a looatlon 6500 meters

from the beginning of takeoff roll, whereas under the procedure

13



recommended for airline operations the minimization process begins

at a fixed altitude above airport of 305 meters, independent of

distance from start of takeoff roll.

These differences in procedure_ and the interactions with the

spatial distribution of population with respect to airports, certifi-

cation methodology and aircraft design need to be accounted for in

the development of long-range goals for noise certification.

Purpose of this Study

The purpose of this study is to develop and analyze a data

base that relates noise level, operational flight procedure and con-

tour area and population; and to endeavor to llnk this data base

to FAR Part 36 certification test procedures and noise limits.

The study includes six flight procedures, with the initial climb

_ segment terminated at each of thr_e altitudes, for a total of 18

procedures for each aircraft-weight combination.

The study uses six aircraft models, each at two takeoff

weights, maximum and typical. The models selected to include 2-,

3- and 4-engined configurations with both low and high bypass

engines. The specific data for each model is net intended for

detailed comparison of relative performance of specific aircraft

because the basic performance data for the aircraft are from general-

ized sources. Rather, the range of performance characteristics,

attributed to these specific aircraft models for use in this study,

is intended to provide information on the interactions between

generalized aircraft performance characteristics and the parameters

in the data base.

14



Con_sn_ of th_s,Rsport

This report contains two major sections, Methodology and

Results. The Methodology section has a detailed description of the

study design, the operational flight profiles, the development of

noise contours and the derivation of the population data base used

for this study. The Results section contains a detailed analysis of

a baseline flight procedure, examines the relative potential impacts

of various procedural alternatives and discusses some of the impli-

cation of these results with respect to the certification test pro-

cedure and to the possible development of future certification

goals for noise limits.
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3, METHODOLOGY

This section reviews the overall study design and then pro-

vides more detailed discussion of the flight profiles, development

of noise contours, the derivation of population data base and

rationale for selection of specific measurement locations under the

flight path.

3.1 Study Design

The study was designed to develop and analyse an aircraft

takeoff noise data base consisting of areas and populations, com-

puted as a function of noise level, aircraft type, weight and

takeoff flight procedure.

Six aircraft were chosen to represent the range of civil

transport aircraft and engine types. Three of the aircraft were

chosen to have modern high bypass ratio engines and three were

chosen to have the older low bypass ratio engines; one aircraft

_ with each engine type for the two, three, and four engined aircraft

categories. The aircraft with low bypass ratios were selected to

represent early production stage 1 noise performance, while the

aircraft with high bypass ratios were selected to represent cur-

rent and future production with stage 2 or 3 performance. For

each aircraft two weights were examined, maximum gross weight and

a typical operating weight.

Table 1 identifies the aircraft in each category and presents

selected typical characteristics. The typical operating weights

for use in this study were selected primarily on the basis of CAB

1977 operating data, on a fleet wide average aircraft basis with

an allowance for fuel load. For these aircraft the EPNL at 305 meters

(1000 ft.) and takeoff thrust ranges from 102 to ll5 dB, with the

aircraft that have low bypass ratio engines having levels that are

7-9 dB higher than those with high bypass ratio engines. The

slant distances from the aircraft at full takeoff power to an EPNL

of 85 dB range from 1570 to 3300 meters.

16



TABLE ]. SELECTED CIIARACTERISTICS OF STUDY AIRCRAFT

Max Gross CAB lAB CAB .- [Typi-INOIS_to Ground
Takeoff I1977IO 1977]0 1977lu rcaI at Takeoff Thrust

AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT Weight iAvg. WD. Avg. Oper.IEPNL at I_]ant Dist.
iLength _ayloadPayloadi_Jgt.[305 MetersI(Meters)

CATEOO,Y TYPE(1000 (sta,I000 aotor(IO00,Slaot I to................. ._..-_,- _ , .................. _l_.s)....... J)!!-',) .]bs,.) ......... j.bs) | D'LstanGe _|EPNL -.--85

2 engine, low bypass ratlo DC9-10 90.7 300 9.7 51 80 109.0 2800

2 engine, hlgh bypass raClo DC9-80 140.0 430 11.4 52* 112 102.2 1700

3 engine, low bypas_ rat:to B727-100 160.0 560 13.0 53 135 lll. O 3300

_ 3 englne, htgh bypaaB car.to DCIO-IO 440.0 1280 34.0 47 370 102.0 1570

"_ 4 engine, low bypas_ ratio 8707- 333.6 1530 2_,0 51 260 115.0 3050
320B/C

4 engine, high bypa_e ratio B7_7-200 775.0 2200 53,3 49 625 lOa.O 2590

*Avg. of B727-100 a_ld DC9-10,



Six types of takeoff flight procedures were selected, three

involving cleanup of flaps and leading edge devices before thrust

cutback, and three involving thrust cutback before or during cleanup.

These procedures are:

la) cleanup before maximum cutback

ib) cleanup before maximum cutback and resume minimum cutback

(climb thrust) at 914 meters altitude

2 ) cleanup before minimum cutback (climb thrust)

3a) maximum cutback before cleanup

3b) maximum cutback before cleanup and resume minimum cutback

(climb thrust) at 914 meters altitude

4 ) minimum cutback (climb thrust) before cleanup.

Each of these procedures was initiated at three altitudes: 122, 305,

and 610 meters, so that for each combination of aircraft and weight,

eighteen takeoff procedures were considered. Thus, there are 216

cases contained in the data base (eighteen procedures times twelve

combinations of aircraft and weight).

The maximum cutback in procedures la and lb is intended to

meet the rules of FAR Part 25 Ill], whereas the maximum cutback in

procedures 3a and 3b is intended to meet the less stringent rules of

FAR Part 36. Procedures lb and 2 are similar in concept to the North-

west Airlines/Airline Pilots Association (NW/ALPA) procedure, and

procedure 4 is similar in concept to the Air Transport Association

(ATA) procedure. Procedure lb, initiated at 305 meters, is

recommended for aircraft powered by engines with low bypass ratio

engines and procedure 2, initiated at 305 meters, is recommended

for aircraft with high bypass ratio engines by the FAA Advisory

Circular. 91-53 [9].
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Data for each of the 216 cases were computed for a straight

ground track using the Noisemap computer program [12] with aircraft

noise data based on the values at 305 meter slant distances in

reference 13, but modified to update the duration distance function.

The basic study range of noise levels is '85-115 EPN dB. The

85 EPNL contour has been chosen as the lowest value for Investiga-

tlon because it appears to be in the vicinity of a satisfactory

flyover noise level, and is already attainable within a reasonable

distance from the airport by the most advanced smaller Jet aircraft.

The attainment of 85 EPNL implies attainment of maximum A-weighted

sound levels between Z0 and 75 dB at typical source-receiver dis-

tances of more than 305 meters. Such levels are similar to those

measured for automobiles under low acceleration at distances of 15

meters. They also bracket the division between regions found to

be "quiet" and "acceptable" in a British Survey of response to

single event noise. [14] The effective number Of events per day,

each having an EP_[L of 85 EPN dB, could be 200 to produce a noise

exposure forecast (NEF) value of 20 (Ldn = 55), which is the E?A

long-range national goal.

The OUtpUt data for each case ar e sun%marized in Appendix A,

and consists of:

contour length at 5 dB intervals from EPNL = 85 to i15 dB

contour area at 5 dB intervals from EPNL = 85 to 115 dB

population for three population density functions for each

area

total population expoled based on estimated number of

runways in each population density category

proportionate _ipact based on simplified level weighted

population for a typical runway
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maximum noise levels at 450 meters slant distance

noise levels along the ground track at _700, 6500, 9200,

and 12,800 meters from start of takeoff roll.

3.2 Flight Profiles

The takeoff flight profiles were defined to an altitude of

3048 meters (10,000) feet using the methods of reference 15.

The altitude of 3048 meters was chosen to be sufficlent to cover

the entire range of EPNL of 85 dB and above for minimum cutback

engine thrust (climb power) for all of the aircraft. The profiles

assume a sea level airport and standard day temperature and pres-

sure. They were calculated in several segments, depending on the

procedure, but at least considering segments between the altitudes of

0, 305, 914, 1676, 2286 and 3048 meters, within which the effect of

altitude on pressure were averaged in determining net thrust (Fn)

"-_ and net thrust normalized by pressure (Fn/6).

The generalized diagram of the profile segments as they are

related to the 18 procedures is contained in Fig. 1. The first

segment consists of the takeoff roll and the initial climb. The

takeoff roll, denoted as subsegment A, extends from the start

of takeoff roll (A_) to the intersection of the initial climb sub-

segment B.with the ground plane at point B,. This simplified des-

cription eliminates the unnecessary details of the profile between

the moment of liftoff through retraction of landing gear and

acceleration to initial climb speed. The initial climb sub-

segment B extends to C_,which occurs at the altitude off either

122, 305 or 610 miters (400, i000 or 2000 feet), depending on

the procedure. The second segment, intermediate climb, extends

to an altitude of 91_ meters and may have several subsegments;

to C , C to C etc., as required for procedures la, lb, 2i.e.,C, z _ 3
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•FIG. l IDENTIFICATION OF TAKEOFF PROFILE SEGMENTS.

and 4, or none as required for procedures 3a and 3b. The third seg-

ment, final climb, extends upwards from D_ at an altitude of 914 meters

and may have more than one subsegment, depending on the require-

ments of the procedure. The additional subsegments used in the

calculations to account for altitude effects are not shown on

the diagram in Fig. I, as they are unrelated to the procedures. •

A more detailed description of the procedures is contained

in Table 2 and two examples of the resulting profiles are illus-

trated in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 gives the profiles for the DC 9-10

at a typical gross weight of 80,000 Ibs for the six procedures

initiated at an altitude of 305 meters. Fig. 3 gives similar in-

formation for the B?07-320B at a maximum gross weight of 333,600
lbs.
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FIG. 2 PROFILES USED FOR THE DC9-]O AIRCRAFT AT 80,000 LBS TAKEOFF _IEIGIITFOR ALL SIX PROCEDURES
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Procedures 2 and 4 both have minimum thrust cutback (to

climb power). Howeverj in procedure 2 the aircraft flaps are

retracted before thrust cutback, whereas in procedure 4 only a

partial flap retraction is accomplished before thrust is out back.

Therefore, procedure 2 maintains takeoff thcuet for a longer dis-

tance than does procedure 4, accelerates m_.re rapidly and reaches

the final climb segment at 250 knots in a shorter distance from

start of takeoff roll.

Procedures la and Ib both cleanup before initiating maximum

thrust cutback to the minimum thrust required for one-engine out

condition under FAR Part 25. However, for procedure lh the thrust

is increased to minimum thrust cutback at an altitude of 914

meters, and the aircraft is accelerated to 250 knots. The

constant speed final climb for procedure Ib begins at a greater

- distance from the start of takeoff roll than that of either pro-

cedures 2 or 4 because of the distance over which the aircraft

has maximum thrust cutback. These three proqedures, as previously

noted are similar to the operating procedures used by airlines

with the initiation of the final climb segment at various alti-

tudes between 914 and 1219 meters, or delayed until the aircraft

is beyond the populated regions. Procedure la represents such

a delay in initiating a resumption of thrust increase, extending

the thrust cutback to an altitude of 3048 meters.

Procedures 3a and 3b both have maximum thrust cutback, ini-

tiated prior to cleanup. The thrust is cut back to the minimum

thrust allowed by FAR Part 36 certification. In procedure 3b,

at an altitude of 914 meters, the thrust is increased to minimum

thrust cutback, the aircraft is accelerated, flaps retracted, fur-

ther accelerated to final climb at 250 knots. In procedure 3a

the maximum thrust cutback is maintained without cleanup in a

constant speed climb to 3048 meters.
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The FAR Part 25 thrust cutback limitations require that the

aircraft be able to maintain with one engine inoperative a posi-

tive climb gradient of 1.2, 1.5, or 1.7 percent for 2-, 3- or

4-engined aircraft, respectively. These requirements are more

stringent than those of FAR Part 36 which limits thrust cutback to

the thrust that would insure level flight with one engine inopera-

tive or a 4 percent climb gradient with all engines operating,

whichever requires greater thrust. Generally, under Part 36

the minimum thrust of 2- and 3-engined aircraft are limited by

the engine out requirement and that of 4-engined aircraft by the

4 percent minimum gradient. For the aircraft and procedures in

this study the actual value of the normalized thrust for maximum

thrust cutback is less for procedures la and lb than that for 3a

and 3b, because for procedures la and lb the aircraft is in a

i clean aerodynamic configuration when thrust is cut back, requir-

ing less thrust to meet the climb gradient requirements of Part

25 than required by an aircraft with flaps extended for the re-

quirements of Part 36.

During the acceleration subsegments, at either takeoff power

for procedures la, lb and 2 or at maximum climb power for proced-

ures 3b and 4, there is a choice to be made between rate of climb

and acceleration. Most operational procedures require maintaining

a minimum rate of climb between 500 and 10G0 feet/min. The NW/ALPA

procedure requires a minimum rate of climb of 500 feet per minute,

but the FAA AC91-53 has no specific requirement. For most of the

profiles in this study approximately 1/3 of bhe excess thrust was

applied to acceleration and 2/3 to climb except that where the

acceleration subsegments become very long, the fraction of thrust

applied to acceleration was increased.

J
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Appendix B contains information on sixty of the profiles, five

for each aircraft/welght combination. For each profile the informa-

tion includes the altitude, distance from start of takeoff roll,

velocity (Indicated Air Speed) and normalized thrust for the

initiation of acceleration, cutback and end of acceleration (if

different from cutback); and distances of takeoff roll and to an

altitude of 1676 meters (5500 feet). The procedures included in

Appendix B are:

cleanup before maximum cutback, beginning at 122 meters

(la)

cleanup before maximum cutback, beginning at 305 meters

(la)

cleanup before minimum cutback, beginning at 305 meters

(ib)

_ • maximum cutback before cleanup beginning at 305 meters (3a)

minimum cutback before cleanup beginning at 305 meters (4).

3.3 Development of Noise Contour Data

The noise contour data for the 216 cases were generated using

the Noisemap computer model [12, 16]. The data were calculated for

a straight flight track extension of a single runway airport con-

figuration, illustrated in Figure 4. The calculations extend for

a distance of 42.7 km (26.5 statute miles) from start of takeoff

roll. The grid size of 450 meters was chosen such that the 450

meter sideline data would be calculated directly, and the zero

location was chosen so that the level at the 6500 meter FAR _art

36 takeoff measurement position would be similarly calculated

directly. Takeoff noise data reported in Appendix A include

both of these locations and three other locations on grid points

under the flight path at distances from start of takeoff roll of

4700, 9200, and 12800 meters.
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The FAR Part 36 takeoff measurement position is 6500 meters

(approximately 3.5 nautical miles) from start of takeoff roll.

This measurement position has proved practical for measuring

noise from large aircraft, but appears further than ideal from the

point of view of desirable measurement signal-to-nolse ratio for

smaller quiet business Jets, For these, Galloway [17] has suggested

the use of a location at 2.5 nautical miles which is approximately

their average balanced field length (1536 meters) plus 3000 meters.

This 2.5 nautical mile location is rounded up in metric units to

4700 meters from start of takeoff roll so that it occurs on a grid

point for this study.

If it were desirable to specify lapse rate beyond the primary

measurement location an additional location is required. For this

study two additional loeations_ 9200 and 12800 meters from start of

._. takeoff roll, each representing approximately twice the distance of

one of the primary locations, have been examined. Table 3 summarizes

the four locations used in this study. They closely approximate

2.5, 3.5, 5 and 7 nautical miles and their ratios nearly-form part

of a geometric series based on the square root of 2.

TABLE 3. LOCATIONS OF'TAKEOFF NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA REPORTED IN APPENDIX A.

Distance from Start of Takeoff Roll Ratio
• of

Pcs Meters, Nautical Miles {Rounded) Distance

l &700 2.54 (2.5) 1

2* 6500 3.51 (3.5) 1.38

3 9200 4.96 (5.0) 1.96

4 12800 6.91 (7.0) 2.7o.

*Standard FAR Part 36 measurement location.
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The noise data used for the computation are a modified version

of the standard Nolsemap civil fleet data base. [13] This data

base contains values of EPNL as a function of slant distance at

intervals of one-tenth decade of distance for selected thrusts.

The values at 305 meters (lO00 feet) are the reference values based

on evaluation of measured data. EPML values are _Iven for both air-

to-_round and g_ound-to-ground propagation. The Eround-to-ground

propa_atlon is aDplled by the noise map program fop elevation

an_les of the aircraft from the observer of 0 to 4.18 ° with a

transition to alr-to-ground propagation between 4.18 ° and 7.18 °.

The data base of reference !3 was modified by replacing its
S.D._

duratlon correction of 10 log -_ by a correction based on8.D.

6 loE _ . This revised formulation for duration is based on

_S.D. is slant distance in meters,
._--%
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recent analyses of aircraft noise data by SAE subcommittees,

USAF, PAA, and others, and'Is being incorporated in the revised

noise data base for the FAA Integrated Noise Model [18]. Because

of this modification the noise data used in this study are lower

than those of reference 13, at slant distances greater than 305

meters, the difference being 4 dB at a slant distance of 3048 meters.

Figure 5 summarizes the EPNL vs slant distance data used in

this study for takeoff thrust for the 6 aircraft. Selected EPNL

values for each aircraft are tabulated in Appendix B.

0 I I I I J & I I

-10

-20

•BYOY-320B ,

-30 _ DC9-80 _ ,
0 All other Aircraft

3o0 ' 6& ' I , , ,lO00 2000 3000
Slant Distance.in Meters

FIG. 5 VARIATION OF EPNL WITH SLANTDISTANCEFORALL 6 AIRCRAFT
AT TAKEOFFTHRUST.
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FIG. 6 VARIATIOrlOF EPNL AT A SLANT DISTAHCE OF 305 I.IETERSWITH E_IGINETHRUST
RATIO. (Note variation may differ at other distances.)

Figure 6 shows the variation of EPNL at 305 meters slant distance

as a function of the ratio of thrust to takeoff thrust. The

variations may differ at other slant distances because of the

varying spectral characteristics of the noise among engine types.

For each case, the program computed the values of EPNL above

approximately 80 dB at each grid point. From these grid values

the program computed the total area and several populations within

each contour from EPNL values of 85 to ll5 dB at intervals of 5

dB. The program output also included the total grid data and

approximate contours of equal EPNL for each case, enabling deter-

mination of the distance to closure of each contour.

1
x
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3.4 Estimation of Population Impact

The purpose of aircraft noise control certification and air-

craft noise control operating procedures is to minimize the impact

of noise on people. Because the spatial distribution Of popula-

tion is nonuniform with respect to any airport runway or flight

track, analysis of the relative changes of impact with noise control

need to consider population distribution, not Just area, as a

function Of noise.

This study has made use of the FAA environmental data base

[19] which includes for 500 airports the population data from the

1970 census within each one-mile wide annular ring to a radius

of ten statute miles from the center of the airport. The data for

307 of these airports and their populations have been subdivided

into three population density categories: X, Y, and Z. The

°' selection of the 307 airports is taken from Reference 2 in which

the airports were chosen to include all airports with more than

20 Jet air carrier operations per year in 1975. The categories

were also based on the analyses of these airports contained in

references 2 and 3.

Category X consists Of two airports (C-1 of Ref. 2), LaGuardia

and Washington National, both of which have more than I00 opera-

tions per day of 2- and 3-engined aircraft, only and a high average

population density. Category Y consists of 54 airports (A, B-!

and B-2 of Ref. 3) which have more than 100 operations per day of

all aircraft types and have intermediate population density. Cate-

gory Z contains 251 airports (B-3 and C-2 of Ref. 3) which have

less than 100 operations daily and have a lower population density.

72 of the airports in Category Z have all types of aircraft,

whereas the remainder are limited to 2- and 3-engined aircraft.
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Figure 7 summarizes the population distance functions for the

three categories. The data represent the average population density

for each category. The average population density was computed by

calculating the total population in each category for each ring

from the data base [19], and dividing by the ring area and the

number ofalrports. The data are extrapolated beyond 16.! km (10

statute miles). These functions were used in a Noisemap subroutine

to assign population den!sty values at the grid points and to sum

for each category of population density (X, Y, and Z) the popula-

tion included within each contour from EPNL values 85 to ll5 dB,

at 5 dB intervals. These 'data are summarized for each case in

Appendix A.



Figure 8 illus_rates the general relationships between total

contour area and population for each of the three categories. The

data were taken from procedures la and 3a for all aircraft weights,

using the 2-, 3- and 4-engined aircraft for category Y and 2- and

3-engined aircraft for categories X and Z. The general relationship

between population and total contour area for categories Y and Z

are consistent with relationships developed from full airport con-

tours [2] when the population densities are adjusted to be com-

parable. The results for category X, which contains only two air-

ports with significantly different population densities, are not

directly comparable with the average results for total airport

contour area in Ref. 2, because of the different weightingz given

to these two airports in the total airport contours method [20]

and the current single runway contour method.

For analysis it is desirable to combine the results for the

three population density categories to obtain an approximate value

of the total national population which is at least occasionally

exposed to various EPNL values resulting from the takeoff oE a single

aircraft. Further, it is also desirable for analysis to attempt to

estimate for each case a single value which is related to the poten-

tial national noise impact for each alrcraft/welght/procedure combina-

tion. For these purposes two types of weighted populations were

calculated from the detailed population results in the three cate-

gories. They are:

Airpor_/runw_ weighted population

Airportrunway Zevel weighted population.

Both of these estimates are necessarily crude; however, their

_eZat_ue values with respect to both aircraft, weight and procedures

are considered meaningful for comparative analyses.

,/
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The _rport/runI_ay weighted population is an estimate of the

total number of people residing in areas where the EPNL is estimated

to exceed a stated value. It is derived by multiplying the popula-

tions for a specific aircraft procedure in each population density

category w.ithln a specified single event contour by the number of

airports in the population density category and by the number of

active runway ends estimated for a typical airport of the category,

and then summing the results. The 2- and 3-englned aircraft are

assumed to be heard near airports in all three population density

categories; the 4-engined aircraft only near airports in category Y,

thus ignoring, for simplicity, the 4-engined aircraft operating at

72 of the 251 airports in category Z. If these 72 airports had been

included the airport/runway weighted population for the two aircraft

With 4 engines would be increased about 17%. The appropriate multi-

pliers are summarized in Table 4.

tABLE 4. MULTIPLIERS USED FOR ESTIMATING AIRPORT/RUNWAY WEIGHTED POPULATION
PROM SINGLE EVENT CONTOUR POPULATION.

Multipliers for 2- & Multipliers for

'- Population Density Category 3-engined aircraft 4-engined aircraft

X (2 airports with 4
runway ends) 8 0

Y (54 airports with 4
runwayends) 216 216

Z (251 airports with 2
_" runway ends) 502 0

The a_rporr/runway leve_ weighbed population is an estimate

of the total level weighted population for a given aircraft pro-

cedure, assuming _ha_ _he fleet oonsis=s onZy of the giuen =ireraft.

The level weighted functions [21] are based on the Day/Night Sound

Level (Ldn), a cumulative noise descriptor, not the EPNL, a single

event noise descriptor. To obtain an approximate relationship
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between Ldn and EPNL for this purpose, the EPNL associated with

Ldn 65 (Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) o£ 30) was calculated for each

population density category. The calculation utilized the average

daily operations for each airport category [2,3] dlvided by the

number Of runway e_ds assumed fop a typical airport in the category,

as shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5 APPROXIMATE VALUE OF EPNL FOR Ldn OF 65 dB (NEF 30) FOR THREE
POPULATION DENSITY CATEGORIES,

Typical Average Approximate
Population Number Number Effective Value of
Density of Runway Operations EPNL for

Category Airports Ends 1975 NEF 30

X 2 4 635 96.0

Y 5& 4 569* 96.5

Z 251 2 18 108

*Used 10% ni_h_tlme operations.

In order to check the reasonableness of this approach, the

total populations estimated for 1975 operations were compared by

category with previous results [3] which were based on a series of 4

average airports with appropriate fleet nixes, flight paths, weights,

etc. The comparison was made using data for the B727-100 aircraft

because its EPNL at 1000 feet is essentially equal (0.2 dB less) to

the 1975 fleet average EPNL, where the averaging is based on energy

considering both the noise and annual number of operations by air-

craft type [22]. The calculations were based on procedure 4, with

initiation Of cutback at an altitude of 457 meters (1500 feet),

which is similar to the ATA procedure. They were made for both the

I0 and 6 loS distance duration functions.
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For the data calculated with a i0 log duration distance cor-

rection [13], the total population estimated from the single event

approach is 5006 thousand people as compared with 4884 thousand

people from the previous estimate [3] (see Table 6). The fact

that these two methods agree within 2% is probably fortuitous,

but it suggests that the methodology may be reasonable for the

evaluation of the sensitivity of relative impacts to the aircraft/

procedure variables. However, the population values themselves

must be expected to be Z_ss _cc_r_e than those of the previous

studies that were designed to determine such values and that pro-

perly accounted for the actual flight track locations with respect

to the spatial distribution of population, and the actual mix of

aircraft operations and weights for each airport category.

The results in Table 6 also show that the population estlma-

__ ted to reside in areas where the Ldn exceeds 65 is reduced by

approximately 40% for categories X and Y when the data calculated

with the revised noise function are compared with those.calculated

with the standard norse function. This percentage reduction in

population is approximately equivalent to a 2.0 to 2.5 dB reduc-

tion of the noise of the 727 aircraft at EPNL values of 96 dB,

No change is seen in category Z which represents people residing

close to the airport.
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TABLE 6, NATIONAL POPULATION (lO00s) ESTIMATED TO RESIDE WITHIN NEF 30
FROM PREVIOUS STUDY COMPARED WITH THIS APPROXIMATE MODEL USING
B727-I00 AIRCRAFT, MAX GROSS WEIGHT, APPROXIMATE ATA PROCEDURES,
BOTH STANDARD AND REVISED NOISE LEVEL DISTANCE FUNCTIONS,
1970 CENSUS AND 1975 OPERATIONS.

Estimated from 727-I00 Single Event DataPOPULATION ESTIMATED
FROM AVEPORT Standard Noise Function 03] Revised Noise Function _

CATEGOTY MODELS [3] Per Runway All Per Runway All
End Airports End Airports

X ill8 140.80 i126 84.00 672

Y 3530 17.10 3694 10.30 2225

Z 236 0.37 186 0.37 186

Totals 4884 -- 5006 -- 3083

S.D.

*Revised noise function has 6 log 3--_--duration correction.

,,"h

Table 7 summarizes the estimates of average Ldn for each

population category and EBNL interval, and gives the associated

level weighting function [21]. The uirpor%/runway leuel weightings

are derived by multiplying the level weighting functions by the

airportrunway weighting multipliers in Table 5. When these

weightings are applied to the population data of any specific air-

craft the strict implication is th&t the specific aircraft is the

only aircraft type in the fleet and that it accounts for all of

the operations in the fleet. When this technique is. applied to the

B727-100 aircraft, the population data were previously shown to be

similar to those derived from actual fleet mixes. This similarity is

meaningful only because the noise of the B727-I00 is approximately

equal to that of the fleet average aircraft. Such similarity is

neither expected nor meaningful when.the specific aircraft's noise

differs from the fleet average noise. Thus, the comparison in this

study of the airport/runw_ Z_vel weighted populations amongst
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TABLE 7 WEIGIITINGS FOR LEVEL WEIGHTED POPULATION AND'FOR AIRPORT/RUNWAY LEVEL WEIGIITED
POPULATION USED FOR ANALYZING RELATIVE IMPACT.

AVERAGE Ldn FOR POPULATION WEIGIITING FUNCTION _E AIRPORT/RUNWAY LEVEL
EPNL CATEGORY FOR AVERAGE Ldn WEIOHTI_IGS
INTERVAL

x y z x Y z x* Y z*

85-90 56,5 56.0 44.5 .152 .142 .027 1.22 30.67 13.55

90-95 61.5 61.0 49.5 .281 .265 .051 2.25 57.24 28.61

95-100 66.5 66.0 54.5 .479 .456 .I16 3.83 98.50 58.23

100-105 71.5 71.0 59.5 .756 .725 .221 6.05 156.60 110.94

105-i10 76.5 76.0 64.5 1.118 1.078 .391 8.94 232.85 196.28

o 110-115 81.5 81 69.5 1.577 1.526 .636 12.62 329.62 319.27

*Used only for 2- and 3-engined aircraft.



aircraft types represents a comparison of relative potential airport/

_unw_y level weighted population assuming that the fleet consists

of only that type aircraft and that the total number of fleet opera-

tions is Identlcal for all aircraft. With this understanding such

comparisons can be useful on a relative basis to analyze the relative

potential noise impacts of alternative procedures and the effects

of aircraft/englne/weight combinations.
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4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This section contains an analysis of selected results from the

data presented in Appendix A. It begins with a detailed analysis

of prpeedure 3a, maximum cutback before cleanup to examine the

interrelationships among some of the data and to provide a baseline

for analysis of differences among procedures. It continues by

examining the effect of the resumption of climb thrust (minimum

thrust cutback), after maximum cutback, procedures lb and 3b, fol-

lowed by comparisons amongst the four basic procedures: la, 2, 3a,

and 4. It concludes with a discussion of the implications of

these results with respect to the development and analysis of pos-

sible future goals for aircraft noise.

4.1 Procedure 3a, Maximum Cutback Before Cleanup

Proeedure 3a is the simpllst procedure considered in this

/--' study, consisting only of a maximum cutback at the initiation of

the second segment with no acceleration or cleanup below an alti-

tude of 3048 meters. As previously noted, it is based on the FAR

Part 36 flight procedures which allow slightly greater thrust

outback than is allowed in actual operation under FAR Part 25.

Additionally, because in this study the procedure is initiated at

each of three specific altitudes, the profiles do not coincide

with the profile used for certification by any specific aircraft.

For certification the cutback initiation altitude is selected to

be as high as possible prior to the 6500 meter takeoff measurement

point so that the measured EPNL will be minimum.

Figure 9 shows the EPNL calculated at 4 points under the

takeoff path for the six aircraft at maximum gross weight, with

cutback initiated at 305 meters. With the exception of the

B747-200, all alrcraft have reached an altitude of 305 meters before

reaching the 6500 meter location. At the lighter typical weight,
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all aircraft have reached an altitude of 305 meters before reach-

ing 6500 meters from start of takeoff roll. The approximate noise

reductions at a standard slant distance of 305 meters resulting

from thrust cutback at maximum gross weight, indicated on the figure,

range from 2 dB for the BT07-320B to 7.4 and 8.5 dB for the JT8D

powered Dcg-10 and B727-100 with intermediate values for the three

aircraft that have high bypass engines. Note that the apparent

noise reductions which may be deduced from this figure may differ

slightly from that computed for thrust reduction at i000 feet

because of differences in altitude, velocity and the contribution

of noise energy from the pre-eutback segment to the computed mea-

surement.

Figure 10 illustrates the variation in area Within each of

the 85, 90 and '95 EPNL contours for the six aircraft at both

weights as a function of the EPNL at 6500 meters. The B747-200

at maximum gross weight is shown for both the computed EPNL value

and for its computed value less the 3.2 dB reduction which occurs

Just beyond the 6500 meter-locatlon.

Figure ll presents the area data for the six EPNL levels

from 85 to ll0 dB, inclusive, normalized to the EPNL computed

for the 6500 meter location. It includes all six aircraft at two

weights each, except for the B747-200 at maximum gross weight,

which is not included because its cutback has not occurred at the

6500 meter location. If it were included with a 3.2 dB reduction

it would fit wi_h the majority of the data. The data for four of

the airplanes appear to collapse on one curve; that for the DC!0-10

deviating from the curve in the region of 3 to I0 km; and that

of the B707-320B forming its own curve for all areas. It is be-

lieved that the reason for the individual behavior of the BTOT-

320B is that its EPNL vs slant distance function, shown in Fig. 5,

is significantly different from that of the other five aircraft.
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Figure 12 illustrates these same contour area data as a

function of their associated contour level normalized to the

value of EPNL at 305 meters for maximum cutback thrust. The cor-

relation of these data does not appear as good as that obtained

on Fig.ll where the actual computed EPNL at 6500 meters was used

for the normalization. However, these data can be used as an

approximate predictor of area vs EPNL for procedure 3a, only

requiring as input the value of EPNL at 305 meters slant dis-

tance for maximum cutback thrust. A similar single value of

EPNL at 305 meters for maximum climb thrust has been found to

correlate well with aveport area data when procedures similar to

probedure 4 were used. [3, 22]

Figure 13 illustrates the number of people estimated to hear

each aircraft at both weights and at EFNL values greater or equal

to 85, 90, and 95 dB. These population estimates are derived

from the alrport/runway weighted population in which the 2- and

3-englned aircraft were assumed to be heard at the airports in

all three airport population density categories, X, Y, and Z,

whereas 4-englned aircraft were assumed to be heard only at the

5a airports in category Y.

Figure !4 presents the alrport/run_ay leve_ weighted popula-

tion for the same data. There appear to be useful trend curves

through these population related data in both Figs. 13 and 14, for

all aircraft and weights, despite the discontinuity in the popu-

lation data base between the 2- and 3-engined aircraft and the 4-

engined aircraft.

The general regularity of these various functions of area,

airportrunway population and airporW/runw_y level weighted popu-

lation suggest that _hese correlations should be expected to be

valid for procedure 3a (305 maters) for other aircraft. Further,
!.
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they should remain generally valid for these aircraft, after

approprlate reseallng, if the values assumed in this study for

EPNL vs slant distance s thrust autbaek, thrust cutback noise

reduction and elimb performance were to be changed by moderate

amounts.

4.2 Effect of Resumption of Climb Thrust at an
Altitude of 914 Meters in Procedures Ib and 3b

Practical operational procedures that utilize a maximum

thrust cutback resume standard climb thrust at some altitude,

usually between 914 and 1219 meters, or at a distance from start

of takeoff roll that is beyond significant population. For this

study the resumption of climb thrust (or minimum thrust cutback)

was assumed to occur at an altitude of 91h meters.

_. For 2- and 3-englned aircraft with low bypass ratio engines,

there is a significant increase in the airport/runway level

weighted population and in the areas enclosed by EPNL contours of

85 and 90 dB when climb thrust is resumed, see Table 8. For 2-

and 3-engined aircraft with high bypass ratio engines there is

atendency towards a slight increase when climb thrust is resumed,

and the only effect on area is found within the E2_IL contour of

85 dB. For these aircraft one would expect a more significant In-

crease if levels below EPN_ 85 were examined and included in the

calculation of area and cirport/runway leve_ weighted population.

For the h-engined aireraf_ the results show little effect of

resuming climb thrust, with the exception of procedure lb with

the BT07-320B at 260,000 lbs gross weight. For this aircraft

significant changes in area are noted within contours defined by

EPNL values of 95 and lower, but these changes tend to occur at a

relatively great distance from the airport where the population

densities are relatively low and thus do not significantly affect

the _irport/runway weighzed population.
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TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF TilE RATIO OF AIRPOR'I'/RUNWAY LEV_'I,WEIGHTED POPULATION DEFIIIED AS TIIE
VALUE FOR TilEPROCEDURES (]b AND 3b) WITII POWER RESUMPTION AT 914 METERS ALTITUDE
DIVIDED BY TilE VALUE FOR TIIE PROCEDURES (la AND 3a) WITHOUT POWER RESUMPTION AFTER
MAXIMUM THRUST CUTBACK.

CLEANUP BEFORE CUTBAC_ CUTBACK BEFORE CLEANUPHighest EPNL ]istance (km.)

IWEIGHT PI_OCEDURES la AND Ib PROCEDURES 3a AND 3b at Which Area to Altitude ofAIRCRAFT (IBOO Inititation Altitude Initiation Altitude Is Increased 914 meters for
]bs) (meters) (meters) by Power Initiation at

122 305 6i0 122 305 6]0 Resumption (dB_305 Me_ers**

DC9-iO 80.o 2.16 1.83 1.57 2.07 2.46 2.32 90/90 8.5/9.8
90.7 1.54 1.45 1.32 1.64 1.77 1.99 90/90 9.9/10.4

DC9-SD 112.0 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.09 85/85*** 8.5/11.8
140.0 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.04 1.13 1.03 85/85 11.5/13.3

B727-]00 135.0 1.11 ].ii 1.40 1.29 IJ_8 1.77 90/90 13.6/18.4
1160.0 1.06 1.15 1,26 I.II 1.74 1.29 90/90 16.5/19.7

_J1 DC]O-]O !370.0 1.04 1.05 0.95 1.05 1.ii 1.15 85/85 11.7/19.1
_'J 4",0.0 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.08 1.05 1.07 85/85 17.3/23.7

8707-320B 260.0 1.08 1.24 1.13 0.99 0.95 1.06 95/95 15.0/21.0
333.6 1.03 1.04 1.03 0.97 0.99 0.96 95/95 20.0/23.3

8747-200 625.0 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.00 0.99 1.04 85/90 14.7/21.7
775.0 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 85/85"_** 20.7/28.7

*90/85 ineans that the area for procedure ib is significantly greater (i.e.j more than a few
percent) than that of procedure le al: EPNL contours of 90 and 85, and that the area for

procedure 3h is slgnlflcanEly greater than that of procedure 3a at the EPNL contour of 85 dB. N6
eignlflcanC difference in area is observed for EPNL.eontoura of higher levels.

**Distance la/Dlstance 3n (same values apply to ib/3b).

***Just noticeable dl_ferencc.

*_*'85 dB contours for procedures 3a and 3b did not close in the grld used for computation.
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4.3 Comparison of the Four Basic Procedures,
la, 2, 3a, and 4

It has been generally accepted [23] that procedures that ini-

tiate thrust cutback before cleanup benefit the near airport

neighbors more than do procedures that initiate cleanup before thrust

cutback, whereas the latter procedures are relatively more favora-

ble to the more distant residents. However, the nature and magni-

tudes of the bradeoffs among these alternative procedures, as they

relate to area-level, population-level and population-impact

functions , have not been generally defined. Finally, because

of the interactions among the several parameters involved in these

tradeoffs, it is not always intuitively clear as to which are the

best procedures for specific aircraft types. This section endeavors

to use the data of this study to clarify these issues.

.-. Con_ou_ Length

Figure 15 gives three examples of the relationships between

contour length and level for the four basic procedures when initia-

ted at an altitude of 305 meters. Of these examples, the B727-100

at maximum gross weight shows the greatest variation amongst pro-

cedures. Procedure 3a produces the lowest levels and shortest con-

tour lengths for distances between 4 and i0 lcm from start of takeoff

roll and EPNL values greater than 96 dB. Beyond a distance of 10km

and below an EPNL of 96 dB, procedure la produces the lowest levels

and shortest contour lengths. The thrust cutback for procedure 3a

occurs at a distance of 4.4 km, and that for procedure la occurs at

9.9 km. Thus, procedure 3a is superior over the range of distances

in which its thrust is cut back and the thrust for procedure la is

nob cut back. For distances beyond the distance at which thrust is

cut back in procedure la, it becomes superior because the aircraft

is higher, faster and has a greater thrust cutback, see Appendix B.

A
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The B727-100 results for procedure _ are intermediate between

those of procedures 3a and la (and 2 which is identical to la in

this region) aS distances between 4 and 1O km. At distances between

l0 and 17 km.,procedures 2 and 4 have the highest levels of all four

procedures with those of procedure 2 slightly greater than those of

procedure 4. At distances beyond 17km. procedure 3a has the

highest levels, procedures 2 and 4 become almost identical and have

intermediate levels and procedure la has the lowest levels.

The results in Figure 15 for the DC9-80 aircraft are similar to

those of the B727-100 except that the variation among procedures

is somewhat less and She regions in which a procedure is superior

to another occur at different distances. For this aircraft, the

thrust Cutback for procedure 3a occurs at a distance of 4.3 km., and

the cutback for procedure la occurs at a distance of 7.2 km. Be-

tween these two distances procedure 3a has lower levels than does

procedure la; beyond 7.2 km. procedure la has lower levels.

The results in Fig. 15 for the BT07-320B are somewhat different

from those of the other two aircraft. Procedure 3a has higher levels

at all distances beyond 9 km,,and procedure la is superior only

between the distances of 13.6kmo (thrust cutback distance for pro-

cedure la) and about 18 km. For distances greater than 18 km.

where procedure 2 ends its acceleration to 250 knots, it has the lowest

levels, with increasingly higher levels resulting from procedures 4, la,

and 3a in sequence. This sequence of levels for the four procedures

beyond 18 km. is in accord with the sequence of the altitudes of the

aircraft shown in Fig. 3. The relatively small variation for this

aircraft among procedures la, 2, and 4, as well as the significantly

poorer performance of 3a, is considered to result from the combina-

tion of its very small noise reduction with thrust cutback (approxi-

mately 2 dB for procedure 3a) and its relatively lower altitude as



a function of distance. These factors also explain why the minimum

cutback procedures become superior after 18 km. because they sacri-
.

floe little noise reduction, but achieve better climb performance.

Table 9 provides for all of the aircraft-weight combinations

the distances to cutback and the values of EPNL at the four positions

between 4.7 km. and 12.8 km. for procedure la initiated at both

122 and 305 meters altitude and for procedure 3a initiated at 305

meters altitude. These data show that the general conclusions

reached from Fig. 15 apply to all airoraft_weight combinations.

Con%o_ A_eu

Figure 16 illustrates the relationships between contour area

and contour EPNL for the four procedures and the three example

aircraft used above. The same general conclusions can be drawn

from examination of areas in Fig. 16 as from lengths in Fig. 15,

except that the contour values of EPNL which bound the region of

One procedure's superiority over another are lower for areas than

for _engths. For example, in Fig. 16 for the B727-I00 aircraft,

procedure la becomes superior for contour area to procedure 3a for

values of EPNL lower than 87 dB, whereas for contour length it became

superior for values of EPNL lower than 96 dB. Similarly, £or the

DC9-80, procedure 3a is still slightly superior for contour area

to procedure la, at the lowest calculated value of EPNL (85 dB),

whereas for contour length it became superior at an EPNL of approxi-

mately 90 dB.

These differences imply differences in the shapes of the con-

tours as a functlon of both contour level (or size) and procedure.

Fig. 17 illustrates the relationship between contour area and contour

length for the B727-I00 at maximum gross weight. For the contours

between an EPNL of approximately 100 and ll0 dB, the contours of

procedure la have a greater area and length than do those of procedure
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TABLE 9. SUMMARYOF DISTANCESFROM STARTOF TAKEOFFROLLTO TIiRUSTCUTBACKAND EPNL VALUESAT 4
POSITIONSFOR ALL AIRCRAFT-I_EIGIITCOMBINATIONSAND 3 PROCEDURES*WITH MAXIMUM
TIIRUSTCUTBACK.

r
470ODISTNICE

(_m._O TI!ROST CUIflACI EpRL (dR)_AT METERS EPHL (dR) AT fiSOO fEIER! [PNL (_ AT g200 METZRI_L (d_n).AT]]a00HETEMS
AIRCFO_FT WEIGII -Fr_(JuFe _a- --'_"roc-_-d_-'1T "P_'Rcedo're l'_-pr_ _dur_TT_roced'u_'e-3 VrRcedureTa-Procedure _ Procedure 10 Procedur-e'_-d'--

IDOL) Initiated InitiaLed InitiaLed Initiated hd I laird ],lttated h lated In(tlated Initialed
Ibs "_-1_2-- _-_65 _-3_- -P-12-_ T_-3"RS--"b-_-o+J- (979_2"7 +-:z+t_s-'] -_-i_- i+-T_2 p 3_E _-_'--- _-1"_2 _ 3o_ _-_5"

..... FS Mu e S M_LC_Z,__J I_I'S r4ete Me e Fe rs

mc9-io 0o.o +.2 s.] +.4 97._ io._.++s.+ .9.+ 90.+ +2.0 .4.++ .'_.+ am.+ a0.4 79.1 .+.._,
90.7 5.4 6*fl ].0 105.5 109.8 ] 98.4 94.] l(JO._ 9_._ _7.9 87.E 9Q.A 83.3 82.7 86.6

17C9"_]0 I[2,0 _,9 S,0 2, I) 92._ 9b,] 90,6 88.(_ 67.9 88.I 8_.6 R].S B$,]. 90,9 80,9 92.1

140.0 5,6 7.2 4,3 102,6 lOl+O 96,4 93,} 06,9 92.2 65.1 80.._ +BR.9 85.2 89,6 fl9.7

1_727-100 115.0 9.$ I 6+7 3.2 109.5 107.6 99.5 96.7 103.4 96.7' 91.0 09.1 9_.6 96.7 65.0 90.2

160.0 8,4 9.9 4._ 113.1 I lO.t+ 10S.7 109.7 107,$ I00,0 97.6 103.8 97.0 90.7 89.3 91,fl

DCIQ-IO ]70.0 _.1 I0.11 ],O 101.6 99.4 96.4 97.6 96,1 94.2 90.5 91,9 91.0 66,3 I_.6 69.3
4_O.O 11.I 1S,6 5.3 105.2 103,6 109,5 101.5 99.1 96.8 97.4 RS.7 9_.O 90,9 92,1 91.2

B2{17-]20b 260,O 6.5 B.2 3,9 114,4 112.5 110.7 100.2 10B,3 IO8.5 101.3 9_,2 10S,/+ 96.1 95.5 102.2

1]5.6 10.9 13.6 6.3 121._ 120.8 120.fl 116.2 11_.1 113.1 111.31 109._ 109.8 .03.5 _04._ L06.5

b267-200 62_.0 9.4 il.S 4.6 109.5 102+6 106.1 10§.2 103.7 99.0 100.2 I 99.5 97.5 91.1 90.7 94.9
77.5.0 19.9 15,4 6.9 11S,9 11b,1 116,1 110.4 10_.7 100,6 IO_.2l 1Ot_, l 100.9 ,0O.P L00,1 98.5

*No_e CI1aC pcoeedure 30 Im_ a larger _llru_t cutback _han a]lowed by FAR Par_: 25.
If i_ h_d been c_iculaLed w1_11 the FAR P_r_ 25 allowable cutback _he EPHL value_

aft;e_ uutbau_ for pcocedure 3_ would be Increo_ed by _bout 2 dB for the flrBt

tllCC_ alrc_af_ and by abou_ 1 dB for the 1o_ three aircraft.
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3a. However, for contours associated with values of EPNL between

85 and 95 dB there is an increasing tendency for the contours of

procedure 3a to become significantly longer than those of procedure

la, given when the areas are similar. It is clear that much of

the area associated with procedure la occurs in the early part
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of the takeoff when the aircraft is at full takeoff thrust, whereas

much of the area for the lower values of EPNL associated with pro-

cedure 3a, occurs further from the airport where the aircraft thrust

is cut back and its climb rate is low.

This conclusion also indicates that some of the area associated

with the lower valued EPNL contours for procedure la occurs at

considerable distances to the sideline and at low elevation angles,

particularly for the B727-I00 aircraft. The magnitudes of such

areas are therefore susceptible to any attenuation due to aircraft

shielding and possible at_enuatlon effects at elevation angles
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above 7.4 ° - the limit of the transition region between ground-to- t

ground and air-to-ground attenuation in the Nolsemap computer pro-

gram. To the extent that Noisemap may overpredlct these sideline

areas at low elevation angles, the areas at low values of EPNL for

procedure la ma_ be artificially increased in the computation rela-

tive to those of procedure 3a. However, this caution does not

apply to the contour areas associated with higher values of EPNL,

and their associated higher elevation angles, which result from

noise radiated from the aircraft in the procedure la aceeleratlon

segment.

AirportRunway Leue_ Weighted Population

The _irport/runway l_ve_ weighted population data provide a

single number outcome for each procedure which is intended to be

related to noise impact. As noted in Section 2, these data should

F_ be used to reflect general trends amongst procedural alternatives,

rather than for their absolute magnitudes. Further, absolute

comparisons among procedures, aircraft and other factors should

be stated with caution since the data in Fig. 14 indicate that

a change of one dB results in a change of ten to twenty percent

in the value of alrport/runway Zevel weighted population (ARLWP).

Tablel0 summarizes the data for the three example aircraft

discussed above. For the B727-100 and the DC9-80 aircraft the

ranking of the procedures in terms of ARLWP is identical to their

ranking in terms of contour area for EPNL values of 95 dB and

above for the B727-I00, and those above 85 dB for the DC9-80. Examina-

tion of the detailed results in Appendix A for these aircraft shows

that the significant differences between procedures la and 3a in con-

trlbution to ARLWP occur in the higher valued EPNL contours where

any differential elevation angle effects should be negligible.

For the B707-320_ the differences in ARLWP are proportionally

_J
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quite small and result from small differences in area at

various levels, depending upon procedure, see the detailed data

in Appendix A.

TABLE I0 A.ZBPORT/BUNWAYLEVEL WEIGHTED POPULATION (MILLIONS) FOR THE DC9-80,
B727-I00 ArID B707-320B AIRCRAFT AT MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT FOR 4
PROCEDURES INITIATED AT AN ALTITUDE OF 305 METERS.

P RO C E D U..R..E

AIRCRAFT Cleanup Before Cutback CutbackBefore Gle_nup

laI Max Cutback 2) Min Cutback 3aI Max Cutback 4) Min Cutback

PC9-80 i.19 1.19 O.82 1.08

B727-100 S.lO 6.70 3.07 5.37

...._ B707-32OB 6.75 7.02 7.32 6.55

Table Ii presents similar ARLWP data for the four basic pro-

cedures for the six aircraft at both weights and three intiatlon

altitudes. The table also gives the average of the 12 values for

each alrcraft-weight combination and the ratio (R) of the standard.

deviation divided by the average.

The variation in ARLWP among procedures, as measured by the

razio (R), is higher for the 2- and 3-engined narrow body air-

craft than for the 4-engined aircraft. For this latter category

at maximum gross weight there is little variation among the

procedures. For the B747-200 the differences amongst procedures

are very small and probably well within the errors inherent in this

study. For the BT07-320B at an initiation altitude of 305 meters

procedure 3a appears least desirable and either procedure la or

mos_ desirable, depending on weight.

J
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TABLE II M.r,po_,t/f_un_aa,dr,epaZ Weighted Population (millions) for the 4 Basic Procedures, ]a, 2, 3a and 4,
for 6 Aircraft, both Weights and 3 Initiation Altitudes, 122, 305, and 6]0 Meters.

Weight CLEA_IUPBEFORECUTBACK CUTBACKBEFORE CLEANUP AVERAGEVALUES

AIRCRAFT (1000 Is) Maximum Cutback 2) Minimum Cutback 3a) Maximum Cutbacl 4) Minimum Cutback Avg, o-Std'Devlbs) '" Avg.

122 305 610 122 . _3_§_ 6]0 122 305 610 122 305 610UCg-]O 00 0.77 1.15 1.53 2.14 2.08 . 2.44 0.89 0.75 0.88 1.95 2.1.4 2.24 1,58 0.41
9D.7 1.44 2.06 2.55 2.81 3.16 3.01 1.35 1.33 1.49 2.65 2.77 3.03 2.30 0.31

Dcg-o0 112 0.39 0.47 0.63 0.47 0.52 0.64 0.38 0.27 0.32 0.50 0.45 0.53 .46 0.24
140 1.07 1.19 1.41 1,07 1,19 1.39 0.81 0.82 0.72 0.96 1.08 1.19 1.08 0.20

0727-100 135 2.16 3.33 3.74 4.25 4.43 4.79 1.97 1.65 1.91 4.14 4.00 4.23 3.38 0.34
160 14.68 5.10 5.77 6.02 6.70 7.17 2.38 3.07 3.95 5.07 8.37 5.78 5.09 0.28

DCIO-IO* 370 1.34 1.35 1.45 1.42 1.42 1.37 1.64 1.22 1.06 1.29 1.29 1.24 1.34 0.I0
440 2.03 2.21 2.]4 2.43 2.37 2,20 1.94 1.95 1.82 2.21 2.19 2.12 2.13 0.08

8707-3208 260 3.91 3.52 4.08 4.24 4.41 4.59 5.84 5.15 4.17 4.02 4.08 4.32 4.36 0.14
333.6 6.61 6.75 6.95 6.81 7.02 7.19 8.ii 7.32 7.33 6.29 6.55 6.83 6.98 0.07

8747-200 625 2.78 2.89 2.93 2.93 3.07 3.03 3.18 2.77 2.65 2.77 2.71 2.87 2.88 0.06
775 4.44 4.42 4.63 4.47 4.54 4.60 4.35 4.31 4.48 : 4.15 4.27 4.42 4.42 0.03

*Tilelife drag raClo used for clean cllmh for the DC i0-i0 in this study is lower than the c'urrent
updaLed value (see Appendix B). If tile updated value lied been available and used tile aircraft
would have climbed at a Idgher angle after cleanup and the data simwn here for procedures la,
2, and 4 would ba somewhat reduced.
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For the 2- and 3-engined aircraft most of the values of ARLWP

associated with maximum cutback either before (procedure 3a) or

after (procedure la) cleanup are lower than the corresponding values

associated with minimum cutback (procedures 4 and 2, respectively).

This effect is most pronounced with the DCP-10 and B727-100 air-

craft which have low bypass ratio engines and higher values of

noise reduction with maximum thrust cutback than those obtained for

the high bypass ratio engines on the two comparative aircraft.

Of the two procedures that have maximum cutback, procedure 3a

results in lower values of ARLWP than does procedure la for three

of the four aircraft when both procedures are initiated at the same

altitude of 305 meters. Fig. 18 compares the ratios of the values

of ARLWP for procedure la divided by the values for procedure 3a

as a function of the noise reduction associated with thrust cutback

_--. in procedure 3a. The results indicate that maximum cutback before

cleanup, procedure 3a, may be expected to have lower values of ARLWP

when the noise reduction for that procedure is greater than approxl-

mately 5 dB. For the three airplanes that meet this criteria, the

DC9-10, DC9-80 and BZ27-100, this conclusion would be expected to

remain true for a procedure similar to 3a, but meeting the FAR

Part 25 climb requirements. These requirements, a one engine out

climb gradient of 0.012 for 2-englned aircraft and 0.015 for 3-

engined aircraft, would necessitate greater thrust than required

for the level flight FAR Part 36 procedure, reducing the noise

reduction for these aircraft by i to 2 dB from the values in Fig.

18, depending on aircraft-weight combination.

The data in Tablell for procedure la show a consistent in-

crease in the values of ARLWP with an increase of initiation al-

titude. The primary reason for this trend appears to be that the

distance from start of takeoff roll to the location of thrust cutback

is shorter when acceleration is initiated at a lower altitude.

6_



Consequently, because procedure la has a greater impact than does

procedure 3a over the distance between the cutback locations for

the two procedures, as shown in Figs. 15, 16, 17 and in Table B,

lower values of ARLWP would be expected for the shorter distances.

A similar, but less consistent, trend can be observed for

procedure 2. Here, the magnitude of the effect is much less be-

cause with minimum thrust cutback proportionately more of the total

impact occurs in region after thrust cutback. No consistent

trend between initiation altitude and ARLWP is observed for proced-

ures 3a, 3b and 4. However, an examination of the relative areas

shows the expected changes for procedure 3. For the contour

areas associated with higher values of EPNL the areas increase

with an increase in the altitude at which cutback is initiated,

as a result of the greater distance at maximum thrust. Con-

versely, for the contour areas associated with the lower values of

EPNL the areas decrease with an increase in the altitude at

which cutback is initiated. This decrease is the net result of

the increase in these areas to the side of the maximum thrust

initial climb and the decrease in these areas at larger distances

after cutback.

An approximate adjustment to the ARLWP for procedure 3a ini-

tiated at 305 meters can be made to account for the one to two dB

increase in noise that would occur if the thrust cutback were con-

strained to the FAR Part 25 requirements. This approximate adjust-

ment can be made using either the results of Fig. 18 or those of

Fig. 14, together with the cutback noise level appropriate to the

increased value of thrust. The results of such an adjustment for

the 2- and 3-engined aircraft are tabulated in Table 12. With the

exception of the B727-100 at maximum gross weight, these results

indicate that procedure la initiated at 122 meters has essentially

the same magnitude of ARLWP as would a procedure 3a initiated at
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305 _eters and meeting the PAR Part 25 thrust requirements. How-

ever, as previously noted, the results for the adjusted procedure

3a are superior to those of procedure la when both procedures are

initiated at an altitude of 305 meters.

This general neduetlon of ARLWP with initiation altitude for

cleanup before maximum cutback (procedure la) is further confirma-

tion of the practice of reducing the amount of takeoff flap exten-

sion. Further, for minimizing noise impact it suggests that takeoffs

should be made with both minimum flap (higher takeoff velocity)

and with mamimum available thrust, not reduced thrust.

All of these comparisons involving ARLWP are generalized to

the average population density distance functions for the sum of

304 airports. For a specific airport the optimum procedure having

r. least impact depends on the distribution of population as a function

of distance along, and to the side of, each flight track from the i
airport and the type and weight of the aircraft. However, the

general _rinciples are clear. For both 2- and 3-engined aircraft,

and for 4-engined aircraft that have significant noise reduction

with thrust cutback:

If the populated area is close to the airport, attain maxi-

mum altitude before reaching the populated area, then inl-

tiate maximum cutback and subsequently resume climb

thrust after passing the area, or when reaching an altitude

when the noise on the ground is less than a selected value.

If the populated area is far enough from the airport to

allow completion of partial or complete cleanup before reach-

ing the populated area, (see Table 9) initiate accelera-

tion and cleanup at the lowest safe altitude, then initiate

maximum cutback at the beginning of the populated area,

and resume climb thrust as above.
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TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED AZR2ORT/RUNWAY LEVEL wEIGHTED POPULATION
(MILLIONS) FOR 2- AND 3-ENGINED AIRCRAFT AND FOR CLEANUP BEFORE
MAXIMUM CUTBACK INITIATED AT 122 METERS WITH MAXIMUM CUTBACK BEFORE
CLEANUP INITIATED AT 122 AND 305 METERS WITH AND WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT
OF THRUST TO COMPLY WITH FAR Part BS.

MAX CUTBACK BEFORE CLEANUP (3a)
CLEANUP BEFORE

Weight Adjusted for

AIRCRAFT (1900 MAX CUTBACK (la) As Calculated Part 25 Thrus_

Ibs) @ 122 METERS _ 122 Meters @ 305 Meters @ 305 Meters

DC9-10 80 0.77 0.89 0.75 0.86
90.7 1.44 1.35 1.33 1.57

DC9-80 112 0.39 0.38 0.27 0.31
140 1.07 0.81 0.82 0.98

8727-100 135 2.16 1.97 1.65 2.01
160 4.68 2.38 3.07 3.84

DC]0-10 370 1.34 1.64 1.22 1.35
440 2.03 1.94 1.95 2.18

r_

*NO adJustmen= was calculated for cutback at 122 m_=ers (3a), although it is
prasumed chat an adjustment would increase the calcula=ed values of ARLWP.

For 4-englned aircraft that do not have significant noise reduction

with thrust cutback attain the maximum altitude before reaching

the populated area, then Initiate minimum cutback and proceed to

cleanup and climb.
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4.4. Development of Goals for Aircraft Noise

This subsection discusses possible applications of the

results of this study in the development of goals for the takeoff

noise of future aircraft and some of the implications of such goals

with respect to FAR Part 36 certification requirements.

Go.as

The data in this report provide approximate relationships

between the contour area for a given procedure and the EPNL at

6500 meters_ EPNL with thrust cutback at 305 meters and population

for three population density categories. These relationships, to-

gether with the approximate relationship between the EPNL of a

fleet average aircraft and NEF for each population density category,

can be used to consider the implications of selecting alternative

goals for aircraft noise. The use of this information is illustra-

ted in the following paragraphs.

The relationships between EPNL for a fleet average (noise

energy) aircraft and NEF for the operations of an average runway

in each population density category given in Table 5 were:

for Population Category X, NEF 30 is equivalent to an

EPNL of 96 dB

for Population Category Y, NEF 30 is equivalent to an

EPNL of 96.5 dB

for Population Category Z, NaP 30 is equivalent to an

EPNL of i08 dB.

If another value of NEF is selected, the value of EPNL would change

from that given above by the same amount as the new value of NEF

differed from 30. Categories X and Y clearly dominate any fleet

wide goal development because they az,e both more restrictive in
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EPNL than is Category Z. Category Y is chosen here for analysis

instead of Category X because it represents 54 airports with an

estimated 216 runway ends and has operations of all aircraft types,

whereas Category X has only two airports and does not have 4-englned

aircraft operations.

The next step is to choose one or more sets of values of NEF

and population as trial goals. For this example the two trial

goals are negligible population within ME_ values of 30 and 40 dB.

Fig. 19 contains two values of area vs population for Category Y

for most of the twelve aircraft-weight combinations. The values

were selected from procedures3a and 4 to represent the maximum

area without populations and the minimum area with populations.

These data indicate that, with one exception, negligible population

is expected to reside within a contour area of 3 sq. km. or less.

._-_ Nots that these data are averages; therefore, one should expect

that some population will be found within the 3 sq. km. contours,

particularly at the busiest airports that are surrounded by close-

in neighbors, and at airports where runway utilization varies

significantly from the average.

Table 13 summarizes several outcomes for these two examples,

using procedure 3a initiated at 305 meters. For the NEF 30 goal the

fleet average'aircraft would require a cutback EFNL oF 91.5 dB at

305 meters_ a flyover EPNL at 6500 meters of 86.5 dB and would result

in approximately 650,000 population within NEF 20, considering only

Category Y airports. This value of 86.5 dB is 1.6 dB less than the

DC9-80 and 7.7 dB less than the DC10-1O, both at their typical

weights. If the noise levels of these two aircraft were scaled to a

possible future fleet average aircraft with a typical weight of 180,000

lbs (max gross weight of 220,000 lbs) the average EPNL at 6500

meters is 90.6 dB, _.l dB more than that required to meet this

trial goal. To achieve the trial goal of NEF 30 with this
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TABLE 13. EXAMPLE OF ALTERNATIVE GOALS USING DATA FOR PROCEDURE 3a,
INITIATED AT AN ALTITUDE OF 305 METERS.

QUANTITY N E P SOURCES
30 40.,,

Basic _elatlouships
EFNL for Category y 96.5 i06.5 From Table 5

Costour Area fe_ Negligible
Population (sq.km.) 3 3 [ P_om Fig. 19

Fleet Avg Aircraft gPNL

(cutback) @ 305 M 91,5 lOl.5 From Fi8. 12

Fleet Avg. Aircraft EPNL

(outback) @ 6SOO M* 86.5 96.5 Prom Fig. ii
ii

Contour To%al Contour Total

APPROXIMATE Area Pop. Area , Pop.
_- RESULTS ($q,km.)inY (sq.km.)lin Y

•. (loGes) (Io,o,os)

Wi_hln NEF 35 .... 6 200 Figs. 8 & Ii

Within NEF 30 3 -- 9 650 Fig s. 8 & ll

Within NEF 25 6 200 18 2160 Figs. 8 & ll

Withln NE_ 20 9 650 40 5830 piss. 8 & ii
,,. ,,,

*For procedure 4 these values would be incressed by about 3 d5
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hypothetical aircraft at maximum gross weight would require a 7.5

dB reduction in its EPNL at 6500 meters.
Y

These requirements are also a function of the procedure that

is to be used. If procedure 4 (minimum thrust cutback) initiated

at 305 meters is selected, rather than 3a, the maximum values of

• EPNL at 650G meters become 89.5 and 99.5 for NEF 30 and 40 trial

goals, respectively. The maximum EPNL at 6500 meters for the NEF

30 trial goal is approximately 2.5 dB less than would be expected

for the hypothetical high bypass ratio 180,000 lb. typical weight

aircraft at minimum thrust cutback. The maximum EPNL at 6500

meters for the NEF 40 trial goal in Table 13 is about 2 dB less than

the B727-i00 with minimum cutback at 305 meters altitude and typical

weight, and 5 dB less than the B727-100 with minimum cutbaak at 305

meters altitude and maximum weight.

_mp_icatlon8 for Cer_if_ca_£on

The flight procedures examined in this study and those recom-

mended by the FAA [9] provide that the accelerstlon and/or cutback

procedure in the second climb segment be initiated at a specific

altitude for all aircraft and all weights. However, in the certi-

fication test procedure the aircraft continues its initial climb

to the maximum possible altitude before initiating maximum cutback

in order to achieve the minimum possible E?NL at the 6500 meter

measurement location. For 4-engined civil aircraft at maximum

gross weight cutback for certification is usually initiated at an

! altitude in the vicinity of 305 meters. However, the cutback in!-
[

tiation altitudes for 2- and 3-engined aircraft are significantly

! higher, with the smaller DC9s reaching an altitude of approximately

800 meters before cutback. Because of this fundamental conceptual

difference between typical operational procedures and certification

procedures, it is difficult to obtain a direct translation of data

from one to the other, particularly for 2- and 3-englned aircraft.

_2
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Stated another way, the two types of procedures have a subtle 2

variance, illustrated by the following two sets of questions posed ..

to 'the aircraft and its designers.

The certification procedure asks:

How much is your noise reduction with maximum thrust

cutback?

How much is your maximum thrust noise as a function of

distance? and

How hlgh can you fly in a fixed distance?

Whereas the operational procedure asks:

How much is your noise reduction with maximu/n thrust

cutback?

f_ How much is .your maximum thrust noise as a function

of distance? and,

How far do you have to fly to reach a fixed altitude?

The first question is common to both procedures. The answer

depends on the takeoff thrust-weight ratio, the aircraft's drag-

lift ratio, the rate of change of noise with change in thrust for

the engine type, the number of engines and the one engine out

thrust requirements. For high bypass-ratlo engines the rate of

change of noise level with thrust is approximately 20 times the

logarithm of the thrust ratio, whereas with low bypass ratio en-

gines it is more typically proportional to 40 times the same logar-

ithm. For an aircraft with three high bypass ratio engines the

noise reduction increases by about 0.8 dB per 10 percent increase

in installed maximum thrust to weight ratio, or per !0 percent

decrease in d_ag-lift ratio. For an aircraft with three low bypass

ratio engines the noise reduction values double to 1.6 dB per !0 %
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change in either parameter. For any given set of values for

thrust-weight ratio and drag-lift ratio the maximum amount of

thrust reduction is constrained by FAR Part 25 or 36 requirements

for engine out performance and minimum rate of climb. These re-

quirements generally allow slightly greater relative thrust re-

duction on 3-englned than on 2- or 4-engined aircraft.

It is doubtful that the thrust-weight ratio would be altered

significantly in the design of practical aircraft simply to pro-

duce a noise benefit, although paper designs of SST aircraft have

investigated this possibility. [24] There are a great number of

constraints on the takeoff thrust-weight ratio including: FAR

Part 25 requirements for a one engine out condition which lead

to higher values of thrust to weight ratios for aircraft with fewer

engines; desired field length as a function of objectives for

missions, payload, airport altitudes and maximum hot" day temperatures;

cruise speed, drag and fuel consumption, and the engine cycle

characteristics of net thrust vs speed. However, improvements may

be foun d in reductions of the drag-lift ratio through improved

low-speed aerodynamic configurations, increases in the rate of

change of noise for a change in thrust, and possibly engine cycles

which provide a higher ratio of takeoff to cruise net thrust.

The second question is also common to both procedures. The

answer is a function of the basic design of the engine, the magni-

tude of its noise as a function of distance and the altitude

achieved at the fixed distance. When scaled to the same maximum

thrust the high bypass ratio engines, as installed in the aircraft

used in this study, are about 9 to 14 dB quieter than the average

of the low bypass ratio engines, with the DC10-10 engine being the

quietest. As shown in Fig. 5, all aircraft except the BTO7-320B

had similar noise vs distance characteristics. The improvement

in noise resulting from the development of high bypass ratio
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engines is the most slgnifleant reason for the improvement in

the noise of new aircraft. Further improvements could be achieved

by the development of even higher bypass ratio engines with minimum

noise fan blade designs, optimum acoustic treatment and mini-

mization of residual core noise.

The answers to both of these first two questions demonstrate

similar effects on the noise at 6500 meters under both types of

flight procedures, except that for 2- and 3-engined aircraft the

slant distance at the 6500 meter location is greater for certifl-

cation than for a typical operating procedure initiated at an al-

titude of 305 meters. However, the third question is different

for.these two types of procedures and although the factors that

determine the answers are basically the same, they are weighted

differently in the two procedures.

There are two major segmenss, the takeoff roll and initial

climb that precede initiation of thrust cutback. Both segments are

I adversely affected by a reduction in density because of an increase

in temperature or altitude of the airport. The length of the take-

off roll between start of roll and liftoff is identical for both

procedures. It is proportional to the square of the weight divided

by the net thrust, less the drag and friction, and also by the lift

coefficient times the wing area and other constants. For a given

aircraft the takeoff roll is directly proportional to the square

of its weight. However, fo? a series of aircraft designs with the

same number of engines but with differing maximum gross weights

there is only a small increase in the length of takeoff roll with

weight. This small increase appears to be proportional to the 0.2 to

0._5 power of the weight and probably is a significant factor in tke

choice of the 4 dB per double weight slope (rather than a 3 dB slope)

in the FAR Part 36 noise limits. The lar_er differences in lenzth

of takeoff roll usually result from the selection of number of

•-_ engines. For both types of procedures a shorter takeoff roll is

beneficial to the noise; for certification testing enabling attainment
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of a higher altitude for initiation of cutback prior to the 6500 meter

_measurement point, and for operational procedures shortening the dis- "-

tances from start of takeoff roll to the altitudes at which cutback

can be initiated, which is particularly beneficial for populations

residing at distances between approximately 4 and 6.5 km.

The initial climb angle is a direct function of the thrust-

weight ratio less the drag-lift ratio, but is limited in some cases

by a maximum deck angle for passenger comfort. For certification

testing an improvement in the climb angle increases the altitude at

which cutback is initiated and thus reduces the noise at the 6500

meter measurement location. However, for the operational procedures

initiated at a fixed altitude, improvement in climb angle re-

duces the distance from the start of takeoff roll to the initiation

of cutback, tending to have a lesser effect on the noise at the 6500

meter location than that obtained in the certification test. Thus,

for the higher performance aircraft, i.e., those with higher values

of thrust-weight ratio and lower values of lift-drag ratio, the

EPNL at the 6500 meter location is lower for certification flight

procedures than for typical operating flight procedures.

Table 14 summarizes many design factors and the performance

areas in which their improvements would be expected to effect.

Thrust-weight ratio appears three times, once as a basic factor and

twice as a derived factor (engine cycle or selection of fewer engines).

It would appear that improvements in any of these design factors,

except for engine acoustic treatment, have the potential of improv-

in_ overall aircraft performance in one or more areas. Additionally,

despite the differences in emphasis on first segment performance,

it appears that the certification test procedure provides incen-

tives for improvements in the same factors that would be expected

to provide improvements in noise during actual flight operations.

J
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TABLE 14 SUMMARY OF SELECTED AIRFRAME-ENGINE DESIGN FACTORS WHICH COULD
CONTRIBUTE TO IMPROVEMENTS IN NOISE FOR BOTH CERTIFICATION
TEST AND TYPICAL OPERATING PROCEDURES.

PERFORMANCE FACTOR IMPROVED
'Basic Initial Thrust Cutbac_

DESIGN FACTOR Engine Takeoff Climb Noise

,Noise Roll Anqle Reduction

I Engine:
Hieher bypass ratio X

Improved acoustic trea_men_ X

Intez_nal engine desien noise
control X

Higher noise reduction per unit
thrust cutback " X

Cycle with higher ratio of takeoff
thrust te cruise thrust X X X

A!,rfrdme and enBine:
HiEher _hrus_-weieht ratio X X X

Fewer engines X X X (4 to 3 }

only)
Lower low speed drag-life ratio X X X

Lower takeoff drab X

HiEher takeeof lift (llft coeffl- I
cien_ and win S area) X i

-= !

f'_'!
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The principal reservation in this conclusion is related to

the selection of the number of engines. The FAE Part 36 certifica-

tion noise limlbs assume that lower thrust-weight ratios are

installed in aircraft which have more engines by allowing higher

noise limits for such aircraft. For aircraft weighing more than

approximately 106,000 lbs the noise limits for the 6500 meter take-

off position are 2 dB greater for a 4-engined aircraft than for a

3-engined aircraft and 3 dB greater for a 3-engined aircraft than

for a 2-englned aircraft.

The interrelationship between noise impact and the FAR Part

36 test and effect of establishing noise limits as a function of

number of engines may be partly understood by translating the trial

goal of negligible population within NEF 30 into certification

limits. For this purpose, we use the hypothetical aircraft pre-

.P. viously discussed which had an EPNL of 86.5 at 6500 meters with

procedure 3a at an assumed typical weight of 180,000 lbs, and has

an assumed maximum gross Weight of 220,000 lbs.

Table 15 develops the approximate noise and performance char-

acteristics of this hypothetical aircraft as a function of the number

of engines. The estimated values of the length of takeoff roll,

thrust-welght ratio and drag-lift ratio are based on the character-

istics 6f aircraft in this study. The cutback noise reduction is

estimated on the basis of DC10-10 and B7_7-200 values, 20 times

the logarithm of the thrust ratio, rather than 40 times the log-

arithm of the thmust ratio which applies to the DC9-10 and -80

and to the B727-i00 values used in this study. For certification,

thrust cutback was assumed at 6000 meters from start of roll. In

practice, the location of cutback would depend on the directivity

of the aircraft. The relative EPNL at the altitude over the 6500

meter measurement location was determined from the central curve of
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TABLE 15. EXAMPLE OF THE DERIVATION OF APPROXIMATE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN

FAR PART 36 CERTIFICATION NOISE LEVELS AND THOSE DERIVED FOR A

TRIAL GOAL OF NEF 30 WITH NEGLIGIBLE POPULATION (EPNL OF 86.5 dB

AT 6500 METERS) FOR A HYPOTHETICAL FLEET AVERAGE AIRCRAFT (TYPICAL -

WEIGHT OF 180,000 LBS.), FOR PROCEDURE 3a, AS A FUNCTION OF
NUMBER OF ENGINES.

Number of Engines and Aircraft Weight
in lOO0 Ibs.

2-e_ ine 3-e ine, , 4-engine

iB=!_o 280 iBo 122o
Estimated takeoff roll in meters 940 1400 1400 210C 1740 2600

Assumed thrust-welght ratio .29 .24 .26 .21 .22 .18

Initial climb gradient (drag-
lift ratio .09) .20 .15 .17 .12 .13 .09

Cutback thrust-welght ratio for

FAR Part 36 procedure .62 .78 I .52 .64 .59 ,72

Climb gradient after cutback .09 .09 .08 .04 .04 .04

Altitude (meters) at 6500 meters

f-. for certification* -- 738 -- 490 -- 325

Altitude (meters) at 6500 meters

for procedure 3a (305 meters) 668 5811 470 379 401 325

Distance (meters) to cutback

for procedure 3a (305 meters) 2470 3430 i 3190 4640 4090 5990

Cutback Noise Reduction in dB

(high bypass) -4.1 -2.5 -5.7 -3.9 -5.3 -2.9

Relative EPNL (dB) at 6500 mete_

(Certification)** -- -8.3 -- -4.2 -- - .5

Relative EPNL (dB) at 6560 meter:

(Procedure 3a)** -7.4 -5.9 -3.9 -2.4 -2.5 - .5

EPNL at 305 meters for Max Thrusl

& EPNL of 86.5 dB @ 6500 meters

for procedure 3a 98.0 96.1 94.3 _0.9

Equivalent PAR Part 36 EPNL
Derived for Certification test 87.2 88.0 90.9

EPNL at 6500 meters for Pcdr.3a 86.5 89.6 86,5 89.8 36.5 90.9

Equivalent FAR Pamt 36 EPNL de-
rived for constant technology of

4-engined aircraft 84.7 86.9

Current PAK Part 36 Stage 3 i

EPNL Limits , , 93.5 1 96",5 A 98.5
*Assumes cutback a6 6000 meters.

**E_NL st altitude minus EPNL at constant distance of 305 meters.
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EPNL vs slant distance in Fig. 5. This analysis neglects the

differential effects of aircraft velocity and frequency spectra,

both of which vary with number of engines. The takeoff velocity

of these configurations increases with number of engines producing

a small relative reduction in the duration of the noise of a 4-

engined aircraft with respect to that of a 2-engined aircraft. On

the other hand, the characteristic frequency spectra of the smaller

engines on the 4-engined aircraft will register slightly higher

per pound of thrust on the perceived noise level scale than will

that of the larger engines on the 2-engined aircraft. These two

effects are assumed to cancel in this simplified analysis.

The results for this example show that the EPNL of the 2-

englne_ aircraft at maximum thrust could be 3.7 dB greater

than that of the 4-engined aircraft when both are measured at a

distance Of 305 meters. This results primarily from the superior

climb performance of the 2-englned aircraft, both before and after

outback. The EPNL for the typical weight aircraft at the 6500

meter measurement location for procedure 3a is 86.5 dB for all three

configurations (this was a design constraint), and is approximately

3.5 dB greater when the aircraft is flown at maximum gross weight

using procedure 3a.

The FAR Part 36 certification EPNL values, equivalent to the

85.5 dB design constraint, are 87.2, 88.0 and 9o.q dB for the 2-, 3-

and 4-engined configurations, respectively. These EPNL noise values

have a range of about 4 dB which is comparable to the FA_ Part 36

range of 5 dB. if an additional constraint were to be placed cn

these three configurations, i.e., that all.meet the initial 86.5

dB trial goal EPNL value and that, in addition, all employ equal

noise control technology -- the technology used to achieve the

4-engined aircraft would control the design. In this event,
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the FAR Part 36 EPNL limits for the 2- and 3-engined aircraft

would be lowered by 2.5 and 1.1 dB, respectively. The resulting

limits have a range of about 6 dB, again comparable to the FAR

Part 36 range of 5 dB. Thus, it appears that, at least for this

example, the range of EPNL values with number of engines in the

FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise limits is reasonably consistent with

equal impact and technology, at least for procedure 3a.

To attain the 86.5 dB EPNL value of the trial goal the Stage

3 limits of FAR Part 36 would have to be lowered by an amount rang-

ing between 6.3 and 7.6 dB. If both constraints were considered,

the limits would have to be lowered by an amount ranging between

7.6 and 9.6 dB. The effect of increasing operations in future years

has been ignored in the development of the trial goal of negligible

population. Obviously, it should be considered by any future goal,

f_ and would be expected to decrease the 86.5 dB EPNL constraint by

at least 1.6 dB to 84.9 dB, considering total fleet operations

projected in the year 1995 [3, 22], and by a total of approximately

3 dB to 83.5 dB for an even later year when all noisy aircraft were

retired.

The methodology in this example can be extended to other trial

goals (NEF and population), to other assumed operational takeoff

flight procedures, and more precise establishment of a fleet aver-

age aircraft size and performance characteristics appropriate to

the period for which the goal is ultimately intended.

The concept of "negligible" population vs cqntour area used

in this example can be refined from the average values for 54 air-

ports used here by using the data in references 2_ 3 and 21 to sub-

divide category Y, to better account for the Joint probabilities

of a high level of operations, noisier than average fleet mix and

high population close to some airports.' This refinement would
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result in lower EPNL values for negligible population at a given

NEF value, consideration of land use change or soundproofing impli_ -

cations of using average values, or a combination of these two

policy approaches.

The results also can be used to improve the basis for policy

considerations related to operational flight procedures, and to test

procedures, as well as to other factors, and performance requirements

which interact with the basic design factors affecting noise and its

impact on residential populations.

3
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This appendix summarizes significant results for the six

aircraft at each of two weights and eighteen takeoff procedures.

There are !2 data tables, one for each aircraft-welght combina-

tion. Data are given as a function of noise level for seven values

of EPNL at 5 dB Intervals between 85 and i15 dB. For each EPNL

value there are 18 values each of:

Distance to closure

Area

Populatlon/runway for the X population density

Population/runway for the Y population density

Population/runway for the Z population density

_- Airport/runway weighted total population

Airport/runway level weighted population.

Also given for each procedure are the maximum values of EFNL

along a 450 meter sideline and the values of EPNL under the take-

off flight path at distances of 4700, 6500, 9200 and 12,800 meters.
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*A recen_c updal:e o£ I:he A:lrcca_c Nolue Data BaBe (P,el?. A-l) tndtca_e_ Cha_: these notBe levels
are ira;hy 2 dB.
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*A recent: upda£e of tileAlreraf£ Noise ])a£aBase (Ref. A-l) indicates tha_ _hese noise levels
are low by 2 dl|.
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APPENDIX B

PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY

This appendix contains a condensed summary of selected pro-

file and noise data for each of the six aircraft'at each of two

weights.

The profile data are given for five procedures:

Cleanup before maximum cutback, beginning at 122 meters la)

Cleanup before maximum cutback, beginning at 305 meters (la)

Cleanup before minimum cutback, beginning at 3D5 meters (2)

Maximum cutback after cleanup, beginning at 305 meters (3a)

Minimum cutback after cleanup, beginning at 305 meters (4).

For all procedures data are given for the length of takeoff

roll, takeoff velocity and takeoff thrust for a single engine.

Total takeoff thrust is Obtained by multiplying the given thrust

by the number of engines. The profile data include: altitude

above a sea level runway, distance from the beginning of takeoff

roll, indicated air speed and net thrust for a single engine

normalised to sea level pressure (Fn/_). The noise data are for
a reference net sea level thrust at 160 knots.

For the first procedure (la) data are given for two initiation

altitudes for the point at which acceleration to permit cleanup is

begun, the point at which cutback is initiated, and the distance

to 1676 meters altitude. For the second procedure (2) data are

given for the same points as in the first procedure and for the

point at which final acceleration to 250 knots (beginning at an alti-

tude of 914 meters) is completed. Data are not given for the

(lb) procedures but they can be approximated for initiation at an

altitude of 305 meters by combining appropriately the information

_ given for procedures (la) and (2) together with the distance to an
-JJ altitude of 91_ meters in Table 7.
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Data for the third procedure (3a) are given for the point at

which cutback is initiated and the distance to reach an'altltude

of 1676 meters. Data for the fourth procedure (4) are given at

the points of beginning acceleration and initiating cutback, the

point of ending acceleration, and the distance to an altitude of

1676 meters.

The profile data were developed in accordance with the method-

ology of reference B-1 and represent the information available in

our files in the fall of 1979. As a result of a concurrent effort

to update the profile for the integrated noise model some of the

data used in this study have been revised, Reference B-2. The

only significant change is a reduction in the drag + lift relation-

ship for the clean DC-IO-10 which in this study is about 30% higher,

due primarily to the nonretraction Of the leading edge slats. This

r. change would not affect procedure 3a, but would improve,

relative to these data, the climb performance after cleanup for

procedures i, 29 3b, and 4.

The noise data are based on reference B-3, but with a 6 log

slant distance duration correction to the data at the 305 meter

slant distancej instead of the !0 log slant distance duration cor-

rection used in deriving the tables of Reference A-3. These data

have also been updated in a concurrent effort, Reference B-4, which

also employes the 6 log slant distance duration correction. The

two noise data bases are within approximately one-half decibel

at 305 meter slant distance except for the DC 9-10 which is in-

creased by 2.0 dB in the updated data base.
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TABLE B-l: ..

S_ PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FOR DC9-10 AIRCRAFT.

____LE DATA Dist. to---- Alt.of
VEL. F/6 1676 (km)

Meters

A. PROFILE

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 80,000 Ibs.,
T/O roll " 917 meters; T/O velocity- 134 knots; T/O F/6 = 11,895 lbs.

Is) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel 122 1.5 134 11895
iCutback 438 4.2 187 6331 21.0

Is) Cleanup before max C/B {Begin Accel 305 2.4 134 11895
Cutback 649 5.3 187 6493 19.0

2) Cleanup before mln C/B Begin Accel i 305 2.4 134 11895
Cutback 649 5.3 !' 187 10712

End Accel. 1228 10.9 250 10712 ! 13.8

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 2.4 134 7498 20.9

4) Mi_ C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel 305 2.4 134 11895
Cutback 390 3.0 144 10712

End Accel. 1210 11.3 250 i 10712 i 14.4
I

Profile for gross takeoff welgh_ of 90,700 ibs.,
T/O roll - i179 meters; T/O velocity = 142 knots; T/O F_ - i1895 lbs.

Is) Cleanup before max C/B IBegin Accel "122 ' 1.9 142 11895
Cutback 453 5.4 199 7198 22.2

la) Cleanup before max C/B IBcgln Accel. 305 3.0 142 11895
Cutback 665 6.8 199 7385 20.3

2) Cleanup before mlm C/B gegln Accel. 305 3.0 142 11895
Cutback 665 6.8 199 10712
End Aceel. 1225 13.0 250 10712 16.5

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 3.0 142 8501 21.6

4) Him C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel. 305 3.0 142 11895
Cutback 388 3.8 152 10712

End Accel. 1200 13.4 250 10712 17.1
i

B. NOISE

Reference Net Thrust 12,000 Ibs @ 160 knots

Slant Distance (Meters) 305 610 960 1524 3048

EPNL 109.0 102.8 97.8 92.4 84.0
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TABLE B-2 :

PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FOR DC9-80 AIRCRAYT.

PROFILE DATA Dist. to

Alt.of

PROCEDURE ACTION ALT. | DIST. VEL. F/6 1676 (_)

(Meters_ _=> (Eno_) (ibs) Meters

A. PROFILE

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 112,000 ibs.,

T/O roll - 1395 meters; T/O velocity - 151 knots; T/O F/_.- 16060 lhs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aecel I 122 2.0 151 I 16060
iCutback I 350 3.9 187 I 10981 18.1

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel 305 2.9 151 16060
Cutback 551 5.0 167 10736 16.7

2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Accel 305 ! 2.9 151 16060
Cutback 551 5.0 187 11812

iEnd Accel. 1253 14.2 250 i1812 18.9

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 2.9 151 8730 25.3

4) Min C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel, 305 2.9 151 16060
Cutback 381 3.5 161 11812

End Accel. 1140 14.0 250 I1812 19.9

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 140,000 ibs.,

T/O roll - 2183 meters; T/O velocity - 167 knots; T/O F/_ _ 16060 Ibs.

is) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel. 122 3.0 167 16060
• Cutback 551 5.6 199 11812 22.8

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel. 305 4.3 167 16060
Cutback 556 7.2 199 11812 22.0

2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Accel. 305 4.3 167 16060 ]
Cutback 556 7.2 199 11812

End Aceel. 1332 21.0 250 11812 26.9

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback i 305 4.3 167 10910 26.6
305 4.3 167 16060

4) HinC/B before Cleanup Begin Accel. I
Cutback 391 5.2 177 11812]

End Accel. I i149 19.6 250 11812 28.4

B. NOISE *

Reference Net Thrust 16,000 ibs @ 180 knots

Slant Distance (Meters) 305 610 960 1524 3048

EPNL 102.2 96.1 91.6 86.6 78.1

•A recent update of the Aircraft Noise DaTa Base (Ref. A-l) indicates that these

noise levels are low by 2 dB.
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TABLE g-3:

PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FOR B727-I00 AIRCRAFT.

PROFILE DATA Alt.ofDist"to'"
PROCEDURE ACTION _T. [ DIST. WL. F/6 1676 (_)

A. PROFILE

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 135,000 ibs.,
T/O roll = 1369 meters; T/O velocity - 146 knots; T/O F_ - 11895 Ibs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aceel I 122 2.1 146 11895

Cutback _ 376 5.5 212 5815 34.6

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel 305 3.2 146 11895

ICutback 563 6.7 212 5947 31.9
2) Cleanup beforemin C/B Begin Accel, 305 3.2 146 11895

Cutback 563 6.7 212 10712

End Accel. ill5 12.3 250 10712 16.8

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup ,Cutback 305 3.2 146 6481 46.5

4) Min C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel, 305 3.2 146 11895
Cutback 376 3.9 155 10712

End Aceel. 621 7.7 210 10712 17.4

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 160,000 ibs.,
T/O roll - 1923 meters; T/O velocity - 155 knots; T/0 F/6 = 11895 Ibs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aecel, 122 2.9 I 155 11895

_- Cutback 396 8.4 I 230 7016 36.9
la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aceel, 305 4.4 155 11895

Cutback 579 9.9 230 7016 34.8

2) Cleanup before mln C/B Begin Aeeel. 305 4.4 IS5 11895
Cutback 579 9.9 i 230 10712

End Aecel. 975 14.7 250 10712 21.4

3a) .Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback • 305 4.4 155 7681 47.7

4) MJm C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel, 305 4.4 158 11895
Cutback 365 5.3 164 10712

End Aeoel. 518 8.3 210 10712 21.0
I ]

g. NOISE

Reference Net Thrusu 12,000 !bs @ 160 knots

Slant Distance (Meters) 305 610 960 1524 3048

EPNL iii.0 104.8 99.8 94.4 86.0
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TABLE 8-4:

"_'_-- PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FOB DCIO-IO AIRCRAFT

PROFILEI DATA Alt.ofDist'to
PROCEDURE ACTION ALT. DIST. I VEL. F_ 1676 (km)

(Meters) (km) (Knots) (Ibs) Meters

A. PROFILE *

• Profile for gross takeoff weigh= of 370,000 Ibs.,
T/O roll - 1673 meters; T/O velocity - 160 knots; T/O F/6 - 30,039 ibs.

la) Cleanup before max c/g Begin Accel 122 2.5 160 ! 30039
Cutback 556 8.1 228 i 22188 24.6

la) Cleanup before max C/g Begin Accel 305 3.8 160 i 30039
Cutback 782 i0.0 228 22800 22.7

2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Accel 305 3.8 160 30039
Cutback 782 lO.0 228 26000

End Accel. 1165 15.3 250 26000 21.3

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 3.8 160 17680 44.9

4) M.In C_B before Cleanup Begin Aceel 305 3.8 160 30039
Cutback 352 4.4 170 28537

End Aceel. 1206 17.3 250 28537 22.8

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 440,000 lhs.,
T/O roll - 2366 meters; T/O velocity _ 173 knots; T/O F/6 - 30,039 ibs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aeeel 122 3.5 173 30038
r Cutback 497 ii.I 245 24900 34.0

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aecel 305 5.3 173 30039
Cutback 716 13.6 245 25200 31.5

2) Cleanup before Begin Aecel 305 5.3 173 30039
C/B ICutback 716 13.6 245 28537

End Accel. 926 16.1 250 28537 26.0

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 5.3 173 21025 46.7

4) Min C/B before Cleenup Begin Aceel, 305 5.3 173 30039
Cutback 396 6.6 183 28537

End Aceel. 1128 19.7 250 28537 27.1

B. NOISE

Reference Net Thrust 30,000 ibs @ 160 knots

Slant Distance (Meters) 308 610 960 1524 3048

EpNL 102.0 95.3 90.6 85.5 77.0

*Recent update of profile data base in Ref. A-2 indicates that the drag ÷ lift for
=he clean condition is too high in these data, making the values in procedures

l, 2, and 4 slightly higher =ham they should be.
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TABLE B-5:

_ PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FOR 707-320B AIRCRAFT

PROFILE DATA Dist. to

i Aft.of

PROCEDURE ACTION ALT. I DIST. VEL. F_ 1676 (km)

(Meters_ (_m) (Knots) (15s) Met ors

A. PROFILE

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 260,000 lbs.,
T/0 roll - 1731 meters; T/O velocity - 160 knots; T/O F/6 = 14850 lbs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel. 122 2.6 160 14850
Cutback 438 6.5 214 6780 43.6

la) Clemnup before max C/B IBegin Accel. 305 3.9 160 14850
!Cutback 648 8.2 214 6953 39.5

2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Acoel 305 3.9 160 14850
Cutback 648 8.2 214 13120
End Accel. 1145 14.2 250 13120 19.3

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 3.9 160 8346 49.8

4) Min C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel 305 3.9 I_0 14850
Cutback 396 4.9 170 13120

End Aecel. 1420 17.6 250 13120 20.0

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 333,600 ibs.,

T/O roll - 2851meters; T/O velocity - 179 knots; T/O F/_ - 14850 ibs.

la) Cleanup before m_ C/B Begin Accel. 122 4.2 179 14850
f Cutback 455 10.9 242 8753 47.7

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Accel. 305 6.3 179 14850
Cutback 670 13.6 242 8982 42.8

2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Aecel. 305 6.3 179 14850 I
Cutback 670 13.6 242 13120 .
End Aocel. 966 18.0 250 13120 27.8

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 6.3 179 10740 52.0

4) Min C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel. 305 6.3 179 14850
Cutback 416 8.2 189 13120

End Accel. 1306 24.2 250 13120 29.6

B. NOISE

Reference Net Thrust 15,000 Ibs @ 160 knots

Slant Distance (Meters) 305 610 960 1524 3048

EPNL 115.0 107.3 101.3 94.9 85.0
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TABLE B-6:

PROFILE AND NOISE DATA SUMMARY FORB747-200 AIRCRAFT.

PROFILE DATA Alt.ofDist"toI
PROCEDURE ACTION ALT. | DIST. VEL. F/_ 1676 (_)

(Meters_ _m) (Knots} i (I bs) Meters

A. PROFILE

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 625,000 lbs.,

T/O roll - 2200 meters; T/O velocity - 168 knots; T/O F/6 - 34520 ibs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begin Aceel 122 3.1 168 34520 I

I Cutback 558 9.4 238 18123 1 41.1

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begln Aocel 305 4.6 168 34520

Cutback 781 11.5 238 18620 35.8
2) Cleanup before min C/B Begin Accel, 305 4.6 168 34520

Cutback 781 11.5 238 23954

End Accel. 1022 16.0 250 23954 26.6

3a) Max C/B before Cleanup Cutback 305 4.6 168 20600 50.8

4) Min C/B before Cleanup Begin Accel. 305 4.6 168 34530 ,
Cutback 385 6.2 193 23994

End Accel. 998 20.5 250 23954 31.4

Profile for gross takeoff weight of 775,000 ibs.,

T/O roll - 3383 meters; T/O velocity = 186 knots; T/O F/_ _ 34530 1Bs.

la) Cleanup before max C/B Begln Accel.: 122 4.8 186 34530

Cutback ! 634 14.9 250 22733 44.0
: la) Cleanup before max C/E Besln Accel 305 6.9 186 34530

Cutback 698 15.4 250 22908 i 42.5

Begin Aceel 305 6.9 186 34530
2) Cleanup before mln C/B iCutback and

End Accel. 698 i 15.4 250 23954 39.6

3a) Max 0/S before Cleanup Cutback 305 6.9 186 23954 i 68.3

4) Min C/8 Before Cleanup Begin Aceel. 305 6.9 186 34530 I
Cutback 515 Ii.2 240 23954

End Aecel. 966 i 28.0 250 23954 46.2,l I ,

B. N_ISE

Reference Net Thrust 34,500 Ibs @ 160 knots

Slant Distance iMeters) 305 610 . 960 1524 3048

EPNL 108.0 101.3 96.6 91.5 93.0
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